DRAFT 2010 PARKS, ARTS AND RECREATION PLAN
Public Comments Received During
March 4, 2010 – March 28, 2010 Public Comment Period

Executive Summary
The public comment period for the Draft 2010 Olympia Parks, Arts and Recreation Plan ran from March
4, 2010 to March 28, 2010. During the public comment period, 174 comments were submitted. The
following chart shows topic area in which there was more than one public comment:
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Summary of Comments on Topics with Multiple Responses:
West Olympia Plaza (87 Comments) – Supportive of developing the Westside Plaza Project.
Off-Leash Dog Parks (42 Comments) – Supportive of off-leash dog area, particularly neighborhood
off-leash dog parks.
Isthmus Park (19 Comments) – Supportive of an Isthmus Park and disappointed that it is not
currently included in the draft plan.
Trails (7 Comments) – Supportive of trail connections to neighborhoods/other jurisdiction trails,
support for several specific trail projects
Community Gardens (7 Comments) – Supportive of community garden program, should be organic
Port of Olympia (5 Comments) - Northern end of Port Peninsula should be utilized as a park, plan
should state that City has jurisdiction over port property.
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Sports Fields/Ultimate Frisbee League (5 Comments) – Need more rectangular fields, happy with
Ultimate Frisbee League
Artesian Well (4 Comments) – Plan should state that artesian well is a goal of the City and that
Public Works would take the lead on this project
BMX (3 Comments) – Supportive of the inclusion of a BMX facility as stated in the plan.
Ward Lake (2 Comments)– Ward Lake Park development should occur sooner than is currently
proposed in plan.

Miscellaneous Individual Comments (Summarized)
1. Develop Wildwood Glen park with a dog park and amphitheater.
2. Develop West Bay Park utilizing Leadership for Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards.
3. Show funding sources for proposed projects, develop neighborhood parks within 1-mile of all
residents, include other jurisdictions park land in TOR calculations.
4. Utilize permaculture principles and reduce or eliminate chemical use in all parks.
5. Utilize volunteers more, extend bond payback time, leave more areas in parks undeveloped, extend
planning horizon to 20-60 years.
6. Include explanation of criteria utilized for establishing priorities in the plan.
7. Thanks for including a picture of Herb Legg on p. vii.
8. Combining all park types into “park” category needs further analysis of potential implications.
9. Need a special study regarding the need for parks in the downtown area.
10. Kudos on general writing quality; analysis of citizen input; p. 63, 7.8 and 7.9; and Urban Waterfront
section.
11. Need to clarify why street trees and street medians are included in the plan.
12. P. 59, goal 3.3 rewrite in singular. P. 60, goal 3.5 change “a substantial part” to “as much as
possible.”
13. All goals and polices should be written for the public, not private benefit (see policy 4.3).
14. Policy 7.3 is not a PAR goal – deals with transportation and office facilities.
15. Need to be clear that 2% utility tax should supplement, not supplant park funding.
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16. Plan should state that the city will utilize eminent domain to acquire park land if necessary.
17. City should conduct risk-based environmental cleanups on all contaminated park properties.
18. Parks should all be chemical-free.
19. Urban Waterfront Route should extend northward to Schneider Creek area.
20. Plan should return to use of facility categories, e.g. neighborhood parks and ballfields. Plan should
include acquisition of all parkland needed for ultimate build-out population of UGA.
21. Lots of litter at Yauger Park – be sure to include adequate maintenance funding.
22. Fund, complete, rehabilitate and/or maintain the parks we have before creating new ones.
23. Concern that plan has changed the importance of using Park Mitigation Fees in the area where
collected.
24. Plan time horizon needs to be extended to 20 years to integrate into Comp Plan.
25. Include in Appendix B Ellen Sollod’s Bridge Mosaic; Appendix A should include a list of potential
future improvements and zoning; support neighborhood park programs; support art in parks; plan is
well-done and complies with GMA and RCO considerations.
26. Involve public fundraising through PARC Foundation, need arts and events center.
27. Sylvester Park should be returned to the City.
28. Do not acquire or develop additional downtown waterfront until funded plan for sea level rise in
place.
29. Need visioning statement that looks 50-100 years ahead.
30. Plan is well structured, easy to read and attractive. Like values-based approach, artwork photos.
31. Remove “0.0” under Figure 2.1 Wildwood Glen; Figure 2.2 - Capitol Lake is state owned; ChehalisWestern should be “state-owned”; I-5 trail corridor is state-owned.
32. Need more fountains in parks – present water feature so popular. Model after Lloyd Center,
Portland.
33. Install a basketball court in downtown Olympia.
34. Encourage input on creative play for people of all ages.
35. New play equipment at Lions Park needs to have a mix of structures for older and younger children.
36. Need to beef up section on recreation.
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Public Comments
The public comment period for the Draft 2010 Olympia Parks, Arts and Recreation Plan ran from March
4, 2010 to March 28, 2010. During the public comment period, 174 comments were submitted. (150
comments were submitted via e-mail and 24 comments were submitted in writing at a public meeting
on March 24, 2010.) For ease of readability and analysis, if a submittal referred to multiple topics it was
divided into the applicable topic areas. For this reason, there are more than 174 comments below
If the Arts Commission, Planning Commission, or Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee made a
recommendation on a given topic, it is listed below that topic.

WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

I strongly support the development of a community park/public plaza in West Olympia. I have
been involved in the Community Visioning Group that developed the concept, explored suitable
available sites for such an amenity and has now identified and contracted to acquire what
appears to be an ideal site. During this process I have talked with hundreds of Olympia residents
and heard nothing but positive feedback for this project. The site we have identified is perfect
for an outdoor theatre as well as a plaza. This project has the potential to become a central
feature that binds the West Olympia community together much the way the Farmer’s Market
binds together downtown. It deserves to be a prominent feature on the Parks Plan. Thank you.
As a business owner and resident of West Olympia, I am so excited about the potential Public /
Private partnership in providing a West Olympia Public Plaza. Please enhance and advance it in
the Parks Plan. Thank you,
Hello, I am writing to express my strong support for including the proposed West Olympia public
plaza in Olympia's 2010 parks plan. This proposed public facility has broad support among West
Olympia businesses and citizens. More importantly, the plaza would provide a valuable public
facility which is currently lacking on the west side.
I am in full support of west Olympia public plaza.
Please let this email show my support for the West Olympia Public Plaza Project. This is
something the West Oly community desperately needs and hope you will get behind the project
as well. Thank you for your time and consideration.
I support the West Olympia public plaza.
I support this project (Westside Plaza). Unfortunately I am out of town on business that week so
will not be able to attend the public meeting.
I am a lifetime resident and business owner on the west side. I whole heartedly support the West
Olympia Public Plaza.
Showing support for the West Oly Public Plaza. Unfortunately I cannot make the meeting
tomorrow.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
The purpose of this email is to urge you to support the above project. This project is more than
just a park – it is an ambitious attempt to develop a focal point as a key point in developing and
implementing a community vision. In short, this is the cornerstone for an effort to make this
geographic area more than “just the West Side.”
While I am not an Olympia resident, I do most of my shopping, movies, restaurants, etc. on the
West Side. Thank you for your consideration.
I am in favor of a West Olympia Public Plaza. Thank you!
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
14.

I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and
Recreation Plan currently being updated.
This project is rapidly moving forward through the Community Visioning Group’s efforts to create
an open space to benefit the residents of West Olympia. This project should be a high priority to
the City of Olympia, as it benefits a large portion of the City’s residents in an area that needs the
open, public space to compliment its growing neighborhoods and businesses.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.

Thank you for considering this project’s prominent inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation
Plan. Thank you for all you do in support of our community!
I am in favor of a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza
I am in support of a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I support west Olympia public plaza.
I am in support of a West Olympia public parks plaza. God bless.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza! Thank you very much!
I have recently become aware of a new project proposition in west Olympia that will allow for an
outdoor amphitheater at the West Olympia Public Plaza. I think this would be fantastic as I know
that this will provide many opportunities for great entertainment! I sincerely hope you consider
this project. Thank you!
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I'm in favor of the West Olympia Public Plaza. It would be a great addition to the Olympia area.
Thanks for considering it.
I want you to consider moving ahead with the West Olympia Public Plaza. We need something
like this over here. I vote.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in support of a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I support the West Olympia public plaza. Please include the plaza in the city’s park plan.
My family lives off of Cooper Pt. in West Olympia and is an active part of this community, we
would love to see a new park built over here that would facilitate the Arts combined with the
beautiful outdoors!
I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and
Recreation Plan.
I support the Community Visioning Group’s efforts to create an open space to benefit the
residents of West Olympia. This project should be a high priority to the City of Olympia, as it
benefits a large portion of the City’s residents in an area that needs the open, public space to
compliment its growing neighborhoods and businesses.

31.

Thank you for considering this project’s inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation Plan.
Thank you for accepting comments regarding the 2010 plan, I am writing in support of a West
Olympia public plaza. As a resident near the Evergreen State College, I believe that a public plaza
would enhance the quality of life for all of Olympia’s citizens, and would also draw the attention
of out of town visitors, much as our beloved Farmer’s Market and the beautiful downtown core
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
32.
33.

34.
35.

do.
Please include support of the plaza as you are updating the Parks, Arts and Recreation Plan.
Thank you for your consideration.
I want to express my support for the establishment of a West Side Plaza. I live on the west side of
Olympia, and I would love to see a civic gathering place that contrasts with the commercial
district and mall. I also think that it would be a great location for activities not suited to the large
passive park, Grasslake. Thank you.
I am in favor of a West Olympia Public Plaza! I think it would be a great addition to our
community!
I understand that the City of Olympia is seeking comments on the draft Parks Plan.
I write to provide my support for the inclusion of the West Olympia Plaza Project in the plan.
This project will provide a public asset and facility long needed by the West Olympia community.
I recognize the desire to focus on downtown projects, but I strongly suggest there is a need to
balance that priority with an initiative that supports west side residents and neighborhoods.
The Community Visioning Group (CVG) has been actively working to secure land and to develop
an appropriate public asset on the west side. We are beginning to reach out into the
neighborhoods to gather further support for what promises to be a project with great
public/private partnership potential. Given current fiscal conditions, this should add merit to the
project.

36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.

I strongly encourage you to give the West Olympia Plaza project priority as you finalize your plan.
What a fabulous idea to have a public space as a focal point for the community. It certainly has
my support.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza. Thank you for listening.
I support a West Olympia public plaza that the West Olympia Community Visioning Group is
working on.
I would just like to say that I have heard that Olympia is considering a Public Plaza that would
include an outdoor amphitheater. I would like to throw my hat in the ring for such a project to
be seriously considered. As a resident of Olympia for nearly 29 years, I think that would be a
great asset to our community! Thank you!
I support the west olympia plaza.
I am in support of the “West Olympia Public Plaza” project. Please make sure to make that
happen.
Greetings! I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the Parks,
Arts, and Recreation Plan currently being updated.
This project is rapidly moving forward through the Community Visioning Group’s efforts to create
an open space to benefit the residents of West Olympia. This project should be a high priority to
the City of Olympia, as it benefits a large portion of the City’s residents in an area that needs the
open, public space to compliment its growing neighborhoods and businesses.

43.

Thank you for considering this project’s prominent inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation
Plan.
Gentlemen: I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

I am in full support of a West Olympia Public Plaza as a parks project.
I support West Olympia Arts Plaza.
I support a West Olympia public plaza and believe it would benefit the entire surrounding
community.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in support of having a West Olympia Public Plaza. I believe that it is much needed in our
community.
I am in support of having a West Olympia Public Plaza. I believe that it would be a great asset to
our community.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I wish to stand in support of the West Olympia Public Plaza. It sounds like a wonderful facility for
many art venues for presentations.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am wanting to let you know that I am in support of the West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in favor of the West Olympia Public Plaza! Thanks!
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in favor of a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in favor of a West Olympia Public Plaza. Thank You.
I'm in favor of the West Oly Public Plaza.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
Thank You, we need a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in favor of a West Olympia Public Plaza.
Just a note to let you know that as a supporter of the arts for the public in Olympia, I support the
West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am in favor of building a public plaza on the west side of Olympia.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza!
I am in support of a West Olympia Public Plaza; this is a great opportunity for the community.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza proposal. I also participate in a choir group and believe
it would bring great benefit to our community.
I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and
Recreation Plan currently being updated.
This project is rapidly moving forward through the Community Visioning Group’s efforts to create
an open space to benefit the residents of West Olympia. This project should be a high priority to
the City of Olympia, as it benefits a large portion of the City’s residents in an area that needs the
open, public space to compliment its growing neighborhoods and businesses.

69.

Thank you for considering this project’s prominent inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation
Plan.
I am happy to stay informed and support the ideal of the CVG Plaza Project. For the near future I
will have very little time to contribute but I still am interested. I very much appreciate the
foresight that is being expressed in the CVG work.
Regarding the Plaza Project, do the civil engineers who have contributed to the conceptual
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
70.

71.

72.

design feel that this design can be built with bringing in a lot of fill dirt? That property seems to
be in a pretty wet area…
I have been an active citizen on the Westside of Olympia since 1976. I am in total support of a
plaza that will add a focal point and gathering spot for the benefit of the community.
Thanks for accepting my comments and hope you grant our vision.
WEST OLYMPIA PUBLIC PLAZA. Our Office supports this project; the Olympia’s west side needs a
public, civic space to give it a center or heart if you will. Without this kind of amenity it will
continue to evolve around the CAR and commercial retail buildings. This is a great opportunity to
change the urban sprawl mentality in to a much more sophisticated people oriented part of our
community. Please do whatever is necessary to have this included in the Parks, Arts, and
Recreation Plan. Thank You!!!
West Olympia Plaza project's inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation Plan Please put the
plaza in the plan.
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
73.

I am a Westside resident and strongly support the Westside Community Center (Community
Center) included in the 2010 Parks Plan. The proposed Westside Community Center is important
to the future of West Olympia for the following reasons:
I.

Proposed increases in population and Housing in West Olympia
There are more than 1,000 new homes that are planned for the area near the proposed
Community Center. This will add 3,000 or more residents who need usable open space
and facilities for community gatherings that would be served by this Community Center.

II.

Providing Performing Arts Space
The design for the Community Center includes a public amphitheatre for staging plays,
concerts and other events. Also, the proposed building could allow studio artists space
in which to create and display visual arts. Currently, there are no comparable facilities
outside of downtown Olympia.

III.

Promoting Walking and Non Car Transportation To Civic Events
The Community Center is located next to Cooper Point and Harrison Ave, one of the two
primary intersections in West Olympia. This central location will allow many residents to
walk or bike ride to the facility by using the bike lanes on Cooper Point Road and Harrison
Ave. Increasing the use of non-auto transportation is one of the primary goals of the
Comprehensive Plan and conveniently located facilities can help achieve this objective.

IV.

Providing Community Meeting Space
There are many community organizations in West Olympia, such as neighborhood and
homeowner associations, cultural groups and business groups who need meeting space
on the Westside. The Community Center can help meet this need and provide a space
for the various parts of the community to come together.

V.

Partnering With Schools
Capital High School, two of Olympia’s four middle schools and several elementary schools
are located near to the proposed Community Center. This facility can provide new
opportunities for schools to interact with the community and provide performing space
for student groups.

VI.

Adding to the Current Landscape
The Community Center design includes a Carillon Bell Tower to identify the Center’s
location and to add visual interest to the landscape. The Carillon Bell Tower bells can
also be used to commemorate special historical events, such as Washington Statehood
and national holidays and celebrations.

In short, a community facility like this can become the focal point for civic life in West Olympia
and become as important to West Olympia as the Farmers Market is to downtown Olympia. The
Community Visioning Group design for the Community Center is already generating excitement
and this public-private partnership can be a successful model for the future. I urge city leaders
to include the Westside Community Center in the final Parks Plan.
74.

I would like to show my support of the West Olympia public plaza. My family uses the outdoor
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):

75.

locations to spend quality time together and enjoy the fellowship of others in our community. I
feel it is very important to keep on top of our growth and continue to add beautiful community
areas to our future plans. Please count me in the support of the West Olympia public plaza.
Thank you.
Good afternoon-I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the
Parks, Arts, and Recreation Plan currently being updated. This project ties together the parks of
West Olympia. This is a key project that is a private/public partnership.
I currently sit on the board of directors for the CVG and our Architectural Firm has had a key role
in the preliminary design of the park.
This project is rapidly moving forward through the Community Visioning Group’s efforts to create
an open space to benefit the residents of West Olympia. This project should be a high priority to
the City of Olympia, as it benefits a large portion of the City’s residents in an area that needs the
open, public space to compliment its growing neighborhoods and businesses.

76.

77.
78.

Thank you for considering this project’s prominent inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation
Plan.
I am writing to implore the City Council to support the proposed West Olympia public plaza
project and include it as integral part of their 2010 Parks Plan. A public plaza of this kind on the
west side of Olympia will greatly enhance the community and provide a gathering place for a
variety of events and community gatherings. This public-private project will provide the City with
private partners that will help share the financial burden of the plaza development and in the
end provide for a beautiful community asset for years to come. I ask the council members to
please vote to include this important project in your plan for our city parks.
I support a West Olympia Public Plaza.
I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and
Recreation Plan currently being updated.
This project is rapidly moving forward through the Community Visioning Group’s efforts to
create an open space to benefit the residents of West Olympia. This project should be a high
priority to the City of Olympia, as it benefits a large portion of the City’s residents in an area that
needs the open, public space to compliment its growing neighborhoods and businesses.

79.

80.
81.

Thank you for considering this project’s prominent inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation
Plan.
I cannot make the meeting tonight regarding the public comment period for the West Olympia
Public Plaza. I am in full support of this project going forward. I will be bringing the issue up at
our annual meeting of the Cooper Point Neighborhood Assoc. next month. I am very confident
that they will also be in full support of such a benefit to our westside.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza. Thank you for your consideration.
I would like to relay my support for the West Olympia Plaza. This new plaza would be a great
addition to our community by attracting more commerce to west Olympia. Our town needs
something like this; a positive place for individuals that both live and work in the area to go to
during the day. It would also attract individuals outside of the area to come and experience
West Olympia. Please accept this email as my recommendation for moving forward with this
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WEST OLYMPIA PLAZA (87 Comments):
82.

new addition to our town. Thank you.
I am writing in support of the West Olympia Plaza project’s inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and
Recreation Plan currently being updated. I feel that this is a vital project to the growth of West
Olympia and our community as a whole. The hard work of the Community Visioning group to
help create an open space interconnected with the great asset of Yeager Park, will help provide
an active safe area for our community. With the added learning center education of tomorrows
youth is a great addition to the community.
As a person that grew up in Olympia and Graduated from Capital High School and has returned
to now raise my own family this is vital to the investment of our young people. Not only will this
benefit the West Olympia Community, it will greatly benefit the whole Olympia Area. I am
excited to see this project move forward and I see this as a project that should be a high priority
for the city of Olympia.

83.
84.

Thank you for considering this project’s prominent inclusion in the Parks, Arts, and Recreation
Plan.
I am supportive of a West Olympia public plaza.
As the area’s singular destination marketing organization, the Olympia Lacey Tumwater Visitor &
Convention Bureau has the responsibility of positioning all of Thurston County as a great place
for visitors. Our experience indicates that the community characteristics that area residents find
attractive and which contribute to their quality of life are also the same characteristics that
attract visitors.
We cannot help but believe that the development a West Olympia Public Plaza will be attractive
and useful to residents and visitors alike. This project in West Olympia will not only add to the
asset base, it will help to define and shape the nature of that part of the overall community.

We urge your support for this project and its inclusion in the updated Parks, Arts and Recreation
Plan. Thank you for considering this request.
85.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza. Please keep it in the Parks Plan. Thanks.
86.
I support the West Olympia Public Plaza. I request this project be retained in the Olympia Parks
Plan.
87.
Very supportive of the Community Plaza project and would like to see it prominently highlighted
in PAR Plan. The same elements and characteristics that enhance residents’ quality of life are the
same as those that attract visitors and repeat visitations. That translates into increased spending
and improving economic development. Your consideration is greatly appreciated!
ARTS COMMISSION:
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

OFF-LEASH DOG PARKS (42 Comments):
1.

Our 'rescue dog' was found happily running down a busy road. He is now has a fenced yard, in
the city. He would still like to be running and would be very grateful to have a safe place to
excursive himself and his master.
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OFF-LEASH DOG PARKS (42 Comments):
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

I support neighborhood dog parks, and wish to incorporate them in Olympia.
I just wanted to express my concerns about the upcoming decisions being made about
community DOG PARKS. As an older disabled person with a young service dog, having a dog park
in the area would be invaluable. I am unable to properly exercise my dog on my own, so being
able to take her nearby to run, play and socialize with other dogs would greatly improve both our
qualities of life. PLEASE provide funding for DOG PARKS
Please consider off-leash dog parks when making plans for upcoming changes or additions to the
park system.
I live on Olympia's westside and own another home on the SE side of town. I have two dogs and a
young child. I'm writing to express STRONG SUPPORT for creating more neighborhood off-leash
dog parks during the next planning period.
I sincerely request a safe play area for my dogs to socialize and exercise. Since moving to
Olympia my dogs have introduced me to all my friends. Neighborhood dog parks are beneficial
to humans and pets. Please support neighborhood dog parks in your next planning sessions.
Thank you.
Lacey and Olympia are one of the few cities without a dog park. Dog parks create community
and provide a safe place for dogs and people. Dog owners police one another very well. Other
cities have found that dog parks have helped the community thrive. I would like to see this for
Lacey. Thank you.
In commenting on your 2010 plan, I encourage you to please use further planning to develop
more neighborhood dog parks. Thank you.
Thank you for the decision for 3 dog parks to be built in Olympia over the next 10 years....
Olympia needs more than 3 dog parks with for the many community and neighborhood parks. It
is such a draw for new families considering our city for a place to live. It is such a positive
reflection on our city. Thanks again.
We would love to see neighborhood-based dog parks in the coming Parks, Arts, and Recreation
plan.
Please consider more dog parks, we are so excited to be getting one at the land fill in Lacey.
We've just returned from CA & there are at least 5 in just Palm Desert. I know Thurston Co. can
do as well.
Please, Please, Please give us more dog parks in neighborhoods...With the price of gas it's
wonderful to walk to a park...It would be much better if we could walk to a DOG park. Thanks for
your time.
Hi. I am so happy that a small dog park is going in Sunrise Park! Also, there is one going out in
Hawks Prairie. That one is bigger. The one in Steilacoom is REALLY neat!!!! I am hoping that one
in Olympia will be like that one-please model ours on that one. I am also hoping for a bigger dog
park on the Westside! What about Yeager Park?!!! That seems like a great spot!!!! Also, it's out
in the open, whereas the one going in Sunrise Park seems kind of "closed-in." Also, there has
been some "questionable activity" gone on in that apartment complex-hopefully the coming dog
park will alleviate some of that.
I am fully in support of off-leash parks in the Olympia and greater Thurston county area. to
achieve success in responding to the various needs of residents, those with dogs absolutely
require safe, contained and suitable areas for the many, many families and individuals who own
dogs. Socialization of dogs is critical for their well-being as well as their human counterparts.
Socialized, exercised dogs also display much less aggression to both other dogs and people. We
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OFF-LEASH DOG PARKS (42 Comments):

15.
16.
17.

18.

have playing a game of "cat and mouse" with the parks dept of Lacey and animal control in trying
to use what heretofore has been a "de facto" dog park for years. This whole tri-city area needs to
rational and reasonable about the issue of dog parks and realize they are assets, not burdens.
Just a bit of anecdotal information provided by--of all people--the dogcatcher in Lacey: Carson
City Nevada has 7 off-leash parks in an area smaller than here with a smaller population. CARSON
CITY NEVADA!! Not exactly a hotbed of progressive thinking, yet they even they see the value.
Please, for the sake of our canine friends and masters alike, move forward on developing areas
for the purpose of letting dogs do what dogs do---run, play, chase, bark, have fun. Thank you,
Good day. My comment as a voter and tax payer. I support the dog park projects.
It would be wonderful to have neighborhood dog parks where dog owners can come together to
educate each other and let their dogs exercise and get even more socialized.
I am so very grateful for 3 dog parks that are to be built in Olympia over the next 10 years and I
am hopeful that my leadership in Olympia recognizes that we need more - dog parks are needed
within walking distance of every Olympia resident, developed in ways that don't burden the city.
I hate driving to Tacoma to get to a dog park! I have lived in Olympia for several years from
Portland and I am amazed that we do not have ANY parks. Portland had many quality dog parks
so that several were within a commutable distance from my home. Thank you for the efforts so
far.
I appreciate the commitment of the OPARD and thank you all for your efforts to produce a highquality Draft Parks, Arts and Recreation Plan.
Thank you for including dog parks as a priority within the Plan. It's wonderful to see the City
responding to the community's integral need and desire for designated off-leash dog areas in
Olympia.
Off-leash dog area sites should be designated early in the development process to encourage
fundraising and support.
Off-leash dog areas enrich the quality of life for many residents, strengthen community
connections, AND help create positive neighborhood identities.
Off-leash dog areas in little-used park locations is one of the most successful ways to improve
community use of these public spaces
Off-leash areas address several of the 'challenges' highlighted in the introduction of the plan,
including:
#4, ageing population – off-leash dog areas provide a safe and accessible place for
seniors to socialize and recreate with or without pets,
#7, sedentary lifestyle – off-leash dog areas encourage the ~39% of resident dog owners
to be active and engaged in an outdoor setting,
#11, reduced social interactions – off-leash dog areas facilitate and produce a high
degree of social interaction between people of various ages, economic and social classes,
and personal histories.

19.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Draft Plan.
I support more opportunities for dogs (and their owners) to be off leash!
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20.

21.

22.

23.

Count me in as a supporter of neighborhood off leash dog parks. I know you've been working
hard to satisfy all the wants and needs of our diverse community but yea for off leash dog parks
so please do what you can.
I moved to the Olympia area 4 years ago. I used to live in Redmond Washington. My husband
and I (and our pet) frequently visited the Marymoor off-leash dog park when we lived in
Redmond. We loved the park. When we moved to this area we were surprised to find that the
closest off-leash dog park was in Steilacoom. That park is nice but it is a long drive and doesn’t
allow us the opportunity to meet and visit with other dog lovers in our own community. I
recently revisited the Marymoor Off-leash dog park and realized how much I missed being able
to walk my dog in an area that had water for my dog to swim in, space to run, and a dog wash to
rinse my dog off after a day of play. I believe the park is sponsored by a local club. If you haven’t
visited this park I would encourage you to do so. Please consider putting in off leash parks in our
community. Dog lovers everywhere will thank you.
I would like to be counted among those in favor of off-leash dog parks being included in the 2010
plan. It is shameful that the capitol of the 3rd dog-friendliest state in the United States doesn't
have a single off-leash park.
I applaud your and the City’s consideration and focus for the creation of designated off-leash dog
parks. My experience in visiting dog parks has been recent years, but I so appreciate the value
that it brings to a community.
As a Realtor, my attention every day is drawn to home values, growing communities and
amenities that make a City or neighborhood a desirable place to live. Dog parks have and will
become a desirable amenity for people to use. A place to safely take their dog(s) for exercise and
fresh air, especially in urban areas where yard space is shrinking or non-existent. Dog parks can
be particularly helpful for seniors and physically challenged people who may utilize the parks for
exercising their dogs. They will attract people from outside the area, just as other recreational
parks draw visitors from out-of-town.
I am the Coordinator for a Dachshund Meet-up Group that meets monthly. In the past two years,
we have grown from a handful of Dachshund owners in Olympia to over 100 members from
Olympia AND Tacoma. We would love to meet more here in Olympia (inviting our Tacoma area
members) rather than always driving to Ft. Steilacoom. http://dachshund.meetup.com/452/

24.
25.
26.

27.

I truly believe this is an important issue, not just for dog owners and their families, but for the
betterment of our communities and neighborhoods in Olympia.
My dogs are essential to my well being. Dog parks essential to theirs. Please please please make
dog parks!
Please consider more dog friendly parks.
My family and I would really love a dog park in the area. Our little four footed friends would
enjoy an off leash area where they can run free with some buddies. Please consider at least one
dog park in your plans. It would be great if the property off Herman road would be considered as
a prime location right off the Chehalis Western Trail.
I am thrilled that our area is finally getting with it and putting in a couple of off-leash parks -- it's
a great start. How do we see about getting more though?? I currently drive all the way to
Steilacoom, and would love to see (and would totally utilize) multiple off-leash areas in our
community. If there is a way to lend support to this cause, please let me know.
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28.

I’m sorry I missed your meeting on Wednesday, I was involved in a contract negotiations meeting
which lasted forever and of course accomplished nothing.
Due to the fact I live in Lacey, the drive through city, I have to support the City of Olympia in its
progressive endeavors to create off-leash dog parks As an admitted misdemeanor, I use Lacey’s
unofficial off-leash dog park at Woodland Creek, I would love the opportunity to become a law
abiding citizen once again by using your proposed park at Chambers Lake, not far from my
residence.
I am a member of Soundhounds and have attended some of your Parks and Rec. meetings. My
family and I would be more than eager to help with any labor and or costs associated with
completion of any off-leash parks in your city.
Our experience at the renegade park we use in Lacey has taught us that dogs get along better
and get more exercise when not on a leash. We have also met many new friends and are getting
great cardio workout outs as well as reducing our stress levels in the process. On occasion we
do go up to Fort Steilacoom Park in Tacoma but we also like to keep our carbon footprint as small
as possible so we are opposed to doing this often.
In our life we plan all our vacations around the availability off-leash parks, (and there are many in
this state as well as others), and hotels that accept dogs. I know for a fact that we are not the
only ones. There are books written, and we have them, that list off-leash parks and dog friendly
hotels in the different cities. If a city doesn’t have them then we don’t stay there.
I know you guys can do better than Lacey; you’re the State Capitol, lead use into the future. Even
though I am a Lacey resident I still feel like an Olympian. For God sakes we are really one city
anyway. We do support and participate in Olympia projects and festivities, I am in a band that
will be playing at Lakefair this year, and have been on their Committee for several years. We also
use your disc golf course one more example of thinking about the good of the diversity of
residents in your city.

29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.

Disc golfers have them, skaters have them, softballers have them, shoot, horseshoe pitchers
have them, and we deserve them too. We support off-leash dog parks.
I have lived in Olympia and owned dogs all my life...We need to have an off-leash dog park in the
area for our pets. I am a huge supporter for this issue.
MORE OLYMPIA DOG PARKS! I would love to see an Olympia downtown dog park!
I am pleased that the new plan includes off leash DOG PARK(s). Olympia will likely need more as
the population expands & the city becomes more dense. Thanks for all you do. My pugs and I
visit Sunrise Park every morning and cannot wait for it to become an official off leash area for
dogs! By the way, the parks employee who comes every day to clean up the litter left by kids
does a great job and should be commended. Don't know his name.
Soo grateful to have dog parks in the Olympia area! Thank you. I would love to volunteer in
working to help create this or other dog parks in the area.
We need more and as many dog parks as we can get. Thanks for considering them.
Place a high priority on dog parks.
Regarding a “regional approach” being taken to develop off-leash dog parks: I think the very high
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level of support your surveys give to dog parks, I think the Olympia public are saying they want a
“neighborhood approach” to dog parks. They want a safe open space which they and their pets
will use very very frequently and not have to drive or walk far to.

36.

A regional approach for large off-leash facilities makes sense, but widely spread pocket parks
should be the focus of the City to meet the changing needs of families.
I value the commitment of the OPARD and thank you all for your efforts to produce a high-quality
Draft Parks, Arts and Recreation Plan. My comments on the Plan follow.
I am pleased to see the City responding to the community’s obvious need and desire for
designated off-leash dog areas. I appreciate the large amount to effort and collaboration
which has resulted in the Dog Parks components of the Plan;
It is necessary that a network of off-leash dog areas be developed more rapidly than
outlined in the current “tiered” schedule. Off-leash dog areas a latent need which has
been identified by the community as being an important and desired part of the Olympia
park system. Off-leash dog areas can be developed without large monetary outlays for
infrastructure, design, mitigation, or maintenance;
All Interim Use Management Plans (IUMPs) should include off-leash dog areas. Off-leash
dog areas are an excellent use of undeveloped & underdeveloped land;
Off-leash dog areas directly support 4 of the 6 issues listed in the „vision statement‟ of
the Olympia P, A & R Department: They enrich the quality of life for many residents,
improve environmental stewardship (concentrate impacts, improve waste collection,
reduce wildlife predation), strengthen community connections, AND help create positive
neighborhood identities. These relevant connections should be illustrated in the
respective sections of the Plan and in the section addressing Dog Parks;
In addition to meeting the “needs‟ of the priority value economy in the 'proposed new
facilities and programs', off-leash dog areas directly support and address individual,
communal, and environmental needs. This should be highlighted in the respective
sections of the plan;
Installing off-leash dog areas in little-used park locations is a very successful and sensible
way to improve community use and worth of these precious public spaces. This should
be noted in the plan;
Off-leash dog area sites should be designated early in the development process to
encourage fundraising and support. Volunteer assistance for and with the development,
implementation, and maintenance of off-leash dog areas is available from the
community in general, and from the local non-profit group SOUND HOUNDS, in
particular;
The Dog Parks section ought to explain that while double gates, nylon-coated chain link
fencing, running water, restrooms, and rain/shade shelters may be desirable
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components of these facilities, off-leash dog areas can be opened and operated
successfully with modest improvements (a field fence, one or more gates, a few
benches, a waste bag station, and trash cans). Enhancements can - and should - be
incorporated as funding becomes available;
Off-leash dog areas are basic park infrastructure and should be identified as such, along
with trails, play equipment, and picnic tables. They are compatible with a wide variety of
other park uses and components;
All newly developed parks and rehabilitated older parks must be evaluated on the
feasibility of including off-leash dog areas;
Off-leash areas address several of the 'challenges' highlighted in the introduction of the
plan, including:
#4, ageing population – off-leash dog areas provide a safe and accessible place
for seniors to socialize and recreate with or without pets,
#7, sedentary lifestyle – off-leash dog areas encourage the ~39% of resident dog
owners to be active and engaged in an outdoor setting,
#11, reduced social interactions – off-leash dog areas facilitate and produce a
high degree of positive social interaction between people of various ages,
economic and social classes, and personal histories.
These facts should be included in the respective sections of the plan;
The City’s network of off-leash dog areas ought to include large areas (15 – 30+ acres),
medium areas (5 – 15 acres), and small areas (0.5 – 5 acres). It should be noted in the
Dog Park section that a mixture of these three ranges is both desired by the community
and beneficial to the region;
Wetlands, in general, are not good locations for off-leash dog areas in and around
Olympia. Our region receives ~51 inches of rain a year. Wetlands provide many
important ecological services;
The Dog Parks section should list all the benefits provided by off-leash dog areas; and, of
course,
The Plan summary should reflect the high percentage of public participation by off-leash
dog area advocates - a strong indication of the need to create a network of
neighborhood, community, and regional canine-inclusive park facilities.
Please incorporate these important matters into the PAR Plan and the PAR Department’s
decisions going forward. Future generations of all Olympia residents - human and otherwise –
will be grateful.
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37.
38.

We need to open more dog parks in neighborhood parks—dogs are local and help form the webs
of our community so let’s let neighbors enjoy more aspects of their neighborhood parks.
Sorry for this rambling, probably confusing public comment. There wasn’t enough time for me to
review this document and provide comments along the way that would have minimize this long,
fairly critical public comment. I haven’t had time to clean it up, but I’d love to meet with you and
go over my points and work on appropriate ways to incorporate my comments into the plan.
This is an individual public comment, not a Sound Hounds comment. There wasn’t enough time
to organize an official public comment. So here goes… my comments are in BOLD.
Great work! The plan is comprehensive and easy to read. To a limited extent, it incorporates the
years of dog park development advocacy and discussion. My apologies for this long set of
comments. I reviewed the entire plan in detail and made detailed comments. My comments are
lengthy because this is the first time I’ve read the draft plan; given the paradigm shift, I should
have had more input into the draft process. I don’t think my comments are complete, but this is
the best I can provide for now.
I think a few well-placed paragraphs, sentences, or phrases throughout the plan would
clarify/satisfy most of my concerns. Note the recommendations I made to the Tier 2 and Tier 3
projects.
Please don’t take offense at my tone; I wrote in a hurry, trying to be critical, trying to be helpful
and detailed. I am very grateful for the help and professionalism of everyone at OPARD and
beyond… .
Thanks so much for your efforts. You are indeed one of the most professional, hard-working,
caring, healthy, and reasonable planners I’ve ever encountered.
1. INTRODUCTION
REPORT ON THE LAST PLAN
Changes in Programs and Services Since 2002
Increased education to address user conflicts due to off-leash dogs – good :-)
Setting the Stage for the Future: Planning Projects
2006 Off-Leash Dog Park Feasibility Study – good :-)
CHALLENGES: BALANCING PRIORITIES IN A CHANGING WORLD
The current economic situation has resulted in the reduction or elimination of some programs.
However it also provides an opportunity to find innovative ways to continue to provide services
while transitioning into programs not currently offered…
Challenges
* Less undeveloped habitat, urban densification - urbananimalization (there are more dogs than
kids in our population; dogs are family, dogs are a conduit to interaction with others, physical
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activity, and outdoor experience
* aging population - many seniors have dogs and use them to avoid sedentary lifestyle and
social isolation. Through them they are motivated to go outdoors where they can safely
interact with others of all ages and walks of life
* climate change and other environmental issues - dog parks have a much smaller
environmental footprint than ball fields, in particular, OLDAs make good use of
underdeveloped or undevelopable land, and have much higher usage than any other park
facility
* aging infrastructure - consider converting to dog parks instead of existing park infrastructure
* postmodern family life - more dogs than children), reduced social interactions (see aging
population – dogs benefit people of all ages and are conduits to safely maximize social
interactions with neighbors and community members and form life-long friendships
2. OPARD TODAY
Most of our parks are unused most of the time, serving as glorified back yards for the
immediate neighbors. However, most experience concentrated at limited times (seasonally,
fair weather, certain hours). Meanwhile, dog owners have to place to go for true recreation,
for a limited time, Olympia needs to rethink its little used spaces, and determine how to get
better use out of our parks.
There are good models that Olympia should consider pertaining to serve dog owner needs
(50% of residents) for off-leash dog areas (OLDAs) and to increase park use. For example, in
many places of the country, OLDAs are common in ball fields, tennis courts in other fenced
areas of parks that receive seasonal, fair-weather, and limited hour use only. in many places of
the country, OLDAs, parks with low use should serve as legal, interim OLDAs until new ones are
built. The historical use of unofficial OLDAs are increasingly more problematic as population
grows and we develop at a higher urban/suburban densities. We need to address the demand
for OLDAs in a humane, neighborhood empowering, civically engaged, pro-active manner.
Little use is not good park use unless it is a protected open space. There needs to be a balance
between dog owners who need legal off-leash dog areas and better use of park space. plan,
while many dog owners look the other way, use the parks with dogs off leash, teach such use
to their children, to dog parks in all weather and seasons.
Use performance measures (outputs, outcomes, and productivity measures) to prioritize and
fund parks and recreation based on an optimum level of park use.
3. PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
Comment: It is telling that public participation in the planning process ranks as #5 of 7
priorities for consideration of planning components. While I understand that other priorities
need to be considered, Olympia can and should do more with and without designated funding
sources to promote dog parks than is described in the plan.
* Park Facility Rating Sheet. Dog parks builds communities (community building), provides a
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nature experience (i.e. Ft Steilacoom Park OLDA in Lakewood), exercise,… and dogs. Comment:
Dog park people value their park experience like other people, only they want the same
experience with their dogs leash-free. Off-leash dog park ranked as #14 due to the % of nonpublic participants (i.e. staff, management, interviewees, etc)?
* Program Rating Sheet. Noted: Dog parks are non-programming, so they wouldn’t show up on
this list
* Written Comments. Many dog park comments :-)
* Input from City Council and Advisory Committees. Dog park - good :-)
* Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee “Top 10” List. Dog parks - good :-)
* Public Input Summary. Common theme: Off-leash dog parks - good :-)
A Values-Based Approach
Dog parks meet many needs under each value – each of these areas can be given considerable
more attention in relation to dog park development and its expected outcomes. I noted the
specific values that relate to dog parks. I noted the values that I think have a high value in
relation to dog parks. And I made a few additional comments to clarify some values:
Individual: 1.1 (high), 1.4, 1.5 (high), 1.6 (high), 1.7
Family: 2.1 (high), 2.2 (high), 2.3 (high), 2.4 (high)
Community: 3.2 (high), 3.3 (high), 3.6 (high), 3.7, 3.8 (high potential), 3.10
Economy: 4.1 (high), 4.2 (high), 4.3 (high), 4.4 (motel/hotel tax high potential), 4.5 (high),
4.6 (address dog parks with OSD to allow pocket OLDAs, address problem areas when
there are sufficient neighborhood dog parks). 4.7 (high donation potential), 4.10 (dog parks
stimulate housing sales, see Lori Flemm about Grandview Park), 4.11 (dog park users can
help), 4.12 (ditto), 4.13 (dog parks will increase park usage – long live Jane Jacobs!), 4.14
(high, dog parks are lend themselves to mixed use and public/private partnerships)
Nature: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Environment: 6.1, 6.2 (high, through education and shifts from unofficial to official dog
parks), 6.4 (high), 6.5 (high), 6.6 (high)
Investment: 7.3 (high – an important reason why dog parks are sited where they are), 7.4
(high), 7.5 (why are dog parks mentioned here? – they needed throughout the region, but
need to be developed locally in neighborhoods and communities as a network of dog
parks)
In Figure 3.2 dog parks was listed under Economy, Chambers Lake Park (with an OLDA) is listed
under Nature; and Park Ranger is listed under Investment – good :-)
4. NEW PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
General comments:
Dog parks and needed in all neighborhoods and communities, and should be an option in all
future park development.
* Will Phase 1 development include dog parks as an option?
* Will IUMP development include a dog parks as an option?
* Will park renovation include a dog parks as an option?
* Can a dog park be added to the Percival Landing and port developments? This would greatly
enhance downtown housing/livability at a fraction of the cost of other options, especially if the
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downtown neighborhood residents help with the design and fundraising. The “carrot” of a dog
park site(s) - designated early in development to be available upon initial fundraising and “buyin” - would accelerate development and empower the downtown neighborhood residents to
take action on their own behalf.
NEW PROGRAMS
In addition to parks and open spaces, this plan identifies several new programs to be
implemented during the next ten years…
Dog Park Retrofit Program
The Dog Park Retrofit program will add pocket- and small-sized dog parks to existing parks
based on community and neighborhood interest and fundraising efforts. It will be based on a
partnership between the city, neighborhood associations, Sound Hounds, and other
organizations. Pocket- and small-sized dog parks, ideally in walking distance of every Olympia
resident, in eligible existing community and neighborhood parks will increase park use and
realize the many public benefits as non-programming and self-monitoring park infrastructure
that promote physical activity, nature-based play, civic and community engagement, economic
vitality, and community wellness and livability. The city will work with Sound Hounds,
interested neighborhood associations, and other interested partners to implement these
actions, in keeping with the mission, principles, and operational procedures of New Approach
to Play program. The benefits of dog parks as a non-programming activity are sustainable similar to the benefits of increased programming activity (crime prevention, environmental
friendliness, wellness, ownership) but at a fraction of the cost of programmed activities. Dog
parks in walking distance of every resident should be a key component of an integrated New
Approach to Play strategy that includes programming and non-programming activities.
For example, a neighborhood association may request an OLDA/dog park retrofit in their
neighborhood park. The neighborhood association would take the lead*, working with Sound
Hounds and other partners, Hounds to raise funds to help cover the cost of a level 1
assessment that will determine if an OLDA is feasible in that particular park. If feasible, the
OLDA would be officially designated, ideally as an interim park with temporary fencing and
rules. The neighborhood, Sound Hounds, and other partners would raise the funds to build the
permanent OLDA. The site would be designated after the level 1 assessment has determined
an OLDA is OK and before funding is in place. Use a “pay as you go” financing strategy to fund
construction.
* Funny, lead is a dog term and a planning term meaning much the same thing. The lead is a
leash with an attached collar. It is the key to keeping the city and users/partners safely tied
together, moving along together, pulling together in a controlled community building process
toward leash-freeDOM :-)
Dog Parks
There are currently no official off-leash dog parks in Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater, or Thurston
County. During the past several years, OPARD staff and members of the Parks and Recreation
Advisory Committee (PRAC) have received numerous requests to create an off-leash dog park in
Olympia. There is a growing interest in these types of facilities. Off-leash dog parks are springing
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up in cities throughout the country, including the Pacific Northwest, and Thurston County is
planning to build a 5-acre off-leash dog park at the Hawks Prairie Waste and Recovery Center in
2010. Olympia is developing rapidly and an estimated 13,000 dogs live in the city. As a result,
there are fewer and fewer areas for these animals to exercise freely. Many people ignore the
existing leash laws and allow their dogs to run off-leash in Olympia’s parks and trails. This
practice sometimes results in conflicts with other park users.
In 2006, staff prepared the City of Olympia Parks, Arts & Recreation “Off-Leash Dog Park
Feasibility Study”. This study concluded that an off-leash dog park is feasible and a highly desired
amenity in Olympia. Since the time of the study, interest in an off-leash dog park has only grown.
Construction of a dog park was one of the 2009 City Council Initiatives; it was listed as one of the
PRAC’s “Top-10” desired projects; was the second-highest ranking project requested by the
public at the Parks, Arts and Recreation plan public meeting on November 20, 2008; and was the
number one project requested by the public during the public comment period in November
2008. Clearly there is a strong desire for off-leash dog areas in Olympia.
Given the potential regional nature of the facility, Olympia should seek partnerships with
neighborhood associations and other stakeholders. There are also development and
maintenance partnership opportunities with Sound Hounds, a local non-profit advocacy group
for off-leash dog parks. Many jurisdictions partially offset their dog park development and
operational costs by charging a user fee, administered by an electronic card-entry system. This
revenue source should be explored.
Proposed Action: This plan budgets $80,000 for construction of an off-leash dog area at Sunrise
Park in Tier 1 and $80,000 for 1-2 additional off-leash dog areas in existing parks in Tier 2. It also
budgets $80,000 for 1-2 additional off-leash dog areas in existing parks and $920,000 for design
and development of Chambers Lake Park in Tier 3 - One component of the Chambers Lake Park
would be an off-leash dog area. When parks and park improvements are developed, the City
will consider an off-leash dog area (OLDA) where feasible.
East Bay Plaza
The Hands On Children’s Museum, the Port of Olympia, and LOTT Alliance are jointly developing
port property on Marine Drive along East Bay into a public plaza. Completion is planned for 2011.
Proposed Action: This plan budgets $500,000 to be utilized for a portion of the development costs
of this plaza. The City and port should consider several off-leash dog areas (OLDA) on port
property if feasible.
Soccer/Football/Rugby Softball/Baseball
Current fields utilized for soccer range from full size dedicated soccer fields at middle and high
schools to outfields of baseball fields (See Appendix D: Existing Soccer Fields). Consider off-leash
dog areas (OLDA) as a mutual use of these facilities, similar to other areas of the country, after
OLDAs are in operation, demand is dispersed, and responsible pet ownership has increased.
Westside Plaza
The off-leash dog areas (OLDA) concept is a good :-)
Park Stewardship Program
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The Park Stewardship Program is an exciting new program that will combine Volunteers in Parks,
a Park Ranger Program, and an Environmental Education Program… dog park volunteers will fit
nicely into these program components :-)
5. IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
* Sell Bonds Every Five Years to Implement Major Projects
In 2004, voters in Olympia approved a 3% increase in the private utility tax – 2% for parks and 1%
recreational sidewalks. At this time, the portion allocated for parks generates approximately $2.2
million annually for park acquisition, development, and maintenance…. Are off-leash dog areas
(OLDAs) now part of new and improved park development options, especially if partially
funded by other sources? OLDA sites need to be designated early to stimulate fundraising.
* Implement Small Projects between Bond Sales
While multi-million dollar projects will be implemented by the bond approach outlined above,
there are many smaller projects that can be implemented in-between the 5-year bond cycles….
Are OLDAs now part of small project options, especially if partially funded by other sources?
OLDA sites need to be designated early to stimulate fundraising.
* Utilize a Cost-Recovery Approach to Service Delivery
One of the biggest challenges facing the Department is to sustain valued programming and
facilities as costs and demand outpace traditional sources of revenue. In order to meet this
challenge, an entrepreneurial approach to service delivery is essential. Whenever possible,
program revenue generated through participant fees, user fees, donations, and/or other outside
partnerships should meet program expenses…
* Continue Interim Use and Management Plan Program
Knowing that there would likely not be funds for full park development on many sites for several
years, in 2006 OPARD began an Interim Use and Management Plan (IUMP) Program. OPARD staff
work with neighborhoods to identify minor improvements that can be implemented by park
maintenance staff with a modest budget of approximately $25,000 per site. Typical
improvements at these parks include benches, picnic tables, swing sets, trails, dog parks (a new
improvement), and unirrigated play meadows. Are OLDAs now part of IUMP options, especially
if partially funded by other sources? OLDA sites need to be designated early to stimulate
fundraising efforts.
PROJECTS FUNDABLE WITH CURRENT REVENUE
The projects listed below are realistic and fundable with current revenue streams. They are
divided into three “tiers” based on whether they are intended to begin in the first, middle, or last
third of the 10-year planning cycle.
TIER 1 PROJECTS (2010-11) – What We Are Doing
* Sunrise Park Off-Leash Dog Area $80,000 UT, SEPA, IF – Why does this small dog park cost so
much? In other jurisdictions, including ones I’ve encountered with similar design standards,
dog parks cost a fraction of this cost… I don’t understand. Can you provide the budget details?
Was the restroom partially funded under this budget? Did it include one-time costs that will
serve future dog parks and other park facilities?
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TIER 2 PROJECTS (2012-15) – What We Are Planning
* Off-Leash Dog Areas (1-2) in Existing Parks $80,000 UT, SEPA, IF – This budget should fund at
least 1-2 small- or pocket-sized dog parks, partially funded by donations.
TIER 3 PROJECTS (2016-2020) – What We Are Dreaming
(Projects to be started 2016-2019)
* Chambers Lake Community Park Design & Development $920,000 UT, SEPA, IF – I think the
estimate is way too high for 1 park, even with roadside frontage improvements, so I toned it
down and created new project:
* Off-Leash Dog Areas (1-2) in Existing Parks $80,000 UT, SEPA, IF – Reduce the Chambers Lake
Community Park budget and add this project to fund at least 1-2 small- or pocket-sized dog
parks in existing parks. By this time, if other aspects mentioned in my comments are in place,
there would be at least 5 city funded dog parks built in 10 years (not 3)…. But because of
demand for dog parks and the infrastructure in place to develop them, there will be a log more
dog parks created through other funding sources, based on the mechanisms (i.e. early site
designations) in place that allow stakeholders to fund them. I expect all small-and pocket-sized
neighborhood and community dog parks to be partially or fully funded by donations (and
possibly some grants). Medium- and large-sized dog parks would be fundable with hotel-motel
tax. Designate the OLDA sites early to stimulate community- and neighborhood-based
fundraising targets are met. Concept design work and environmental work should proceed
after an certain % of funds are initially raised, but final design and construction shouldn’t
proceed until all funding is in place.
POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL FUNDING SOURCES
* While the projects listed in the table above are not likely to be fundable with existing revenue
streams, there may be other funding sources available…. donations, exchange of property, etc. –
A donation program is needed to increase funds for parks, arts, and recreation needs and to
augment other funding sources. The donation program needs to be linked to incentives (i.e.
dog park sites designated as early as possible in the development process, given initial funding
is raised to cover costs incurred in the process: from concept to site designation).
* Financing with special revenue funds and project funds should be reviewed and enhanced,
especially for dog parks.
6. APPENDICES
Park Inventory
Unofficial off-leash dog areas (OLDAs), existing in every park in the inventory, are ignored by
officials for a lot of reasons. The only practical solution to address the need for “dog parks
within walking distance of each resident” by embracing a variety of solutions, starting with a
pro-active approach to the widespread development of OLDAs.
39.

I can't make the public meeting tonight but the items I strongly support include:
off-leash dog park; ever since I lived in Seattle 10 years ago and experienced their system
of off-leash parks, I've always wondered why Olympia doesn't have any.
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40.
41.
42.

Locate dog park in a more central area than Chambers Lake Park.
I’m supportive of an off-leash dog park within city limits.
Also pleased to see off-leash dog areas in the Plan.

ISTHMUS PARK (19 Comments):
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Please make sure the plan incorporates implementing the 2009 Isthmus Park Feasibility Study. I
may have missed it, but I did not see it referenced in the draft. Planning for and implementing
the Isthmus Park will be the best way for Olympia to work with the State to preserve the historic
Wilder and White and Olmsted Brothers plans for the State Capitol Campus. Thanks.
There will be an important public meeting this week on Wednesday, March 24th at 6:30 pm at
the Olympia Center at which time the city will accept oral comments on the revised Olympia Park
Plan. Written comments may also be submitted until March 28th to jturlove@ci.olympia.wa.us.
It is very frustrating that despite a successful citizen initiative, many comments at prior public
meetings and numerous written comments, the proposed Park Plan does not include any
mention of the possibility of a park on the Isthmus. It has never been the intention of Isthmus
Park proponents to compete against funding for Percival Landing or to use funds from the voter
approved utility tax increase that have been programmed for other essential park needs.
However, it was our expectation that the revised Park Plan would include at least some mention
of the most widely discussed park proposal in recent memory. Please attend Wednesday's public
meeting and express, once again, your support for specific inclusion of the Isthmus Park as part
of the city's long range park planning. If it becomes clear that there is no room in the city's
formal park plan for this broadly supported objective, it may be necessary to explore the
feasibility of creating a Metropolitan Park District for the purpose of acquiring and developing
the Isthmus Park. We remain hopeful that the new City Council will insist that this omission from
the proposed park plan be corrected.
It is very disappointing to me that there is no mention of the Isthmus in the park plans. This is of
utmost importance. Please be sure this is in the current plan for the parks planning process.
Please include the Isthmus Park in the city's long range park plan. I cannot imagine why the City
omitted the proposed park plan for the Isthmus Park that has been in the news for so long and
supported by the citizens of our community. I am speaking for out of town customers as well
who are very concerned that Olympia will become just another common place.
I have read through the Parks plan, and any comment by me is prefaced with congratulating
Linda and her staff on putting together a very comprehensive and vision-filled long range plan for
Olympia's park system. I think they have done a most admirable job given limited resources and
the current downtown planning controversies in our own community. Let us pause a moment
and salute some wonderful public servants who are doing a tremendous job managing an
extensive parks system under considerable constraint. I applaud them, and especially Linda for
her leadership of the department.
While I am disappointed with the lack of inclusion of the Isthmus as part of Parks' long-range
planning, I need to recognize what an exceptional plan this is for our city's park systems. Let us
not forget the whole for the parts. I live near Ward Lake, and want to see that project move
forward. There is a new parcel acquired by Parks next to my property (Log Cabin Road) that I
don't even see mentioned in the report (may have missed it!).
In the case of Olympia, I think local (my neighborhood) but try to see the global (entire city)
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picture. We have about 60,000 citizens to consider here, who want progress in all their
neighborhoods. Yes, the Isthmus is a vital goal, but in terms of City needs and priorities, the best
I think I could hope for is to encourage inclusion of the Isthmus Park as a long-range goal, not an
immediate one in the context of this Parks plan.
That said, then I move on to urging inclusion of the Isthmus in parks' planning. But I would not
be surprised, nor disappointed, that the Isthmus is not included at this point. This appears to be
is a staff- written report, based on substantial public input over the past few years, and given the
controversy over the Isthmus, I would not expect City staff to have included it at this point. It is
up to our public input now to bring it into the discussion and encourage their consideration.

6.

7.

8.

But all in all, my hat is off to Linda, who I have tremendous respect for, and her staff for a most
excellent vision for our City park system. Well done! And to a very eloquent, generally inclusive
and persuasive report.
You have a good report with one exception. I do not live in the city, but go there from East
Olympia a lot.
Please include the Isthmus as a park plan for the future. I will probably not live long enough to
enjoy it, but my grandchildren will. I always enjoy going to that area and the lovely views from
the water and from the land.
I am shocked to learn that all the citizen actions regarding a possible Isthmus park did not result
in EVEN ONE MENTION in your parks plans. Is it a completely futile thing, being a concerned
citizen here? Please AT LEAST mention this possibility even if you are determined to totally
disregard it!
Please accept the following comments as input to the proposed revised Olympia Park Plan.
I strongly urge the City to include the Isthmus as part of Olympia's long range park plan. It is a
jewel that, combined with Percival Landing, the Fountain and Heritage Park can serve as an
attractor for both downtown housing and tourism.
Olympia already has a lot of acreage zoned for multi-story high end housing. Unfortunately, time
has shown that simply rezoning property does not result in property development.
Downtown Olympia has a lot of problems. The basic cost of land is more expensive than raw
land outside the downtown area. Downtown land must be cleared before redevelopment can
occur. Land contamination is an issue. Contamination is spread throughout the downtown area.
Specific locations are known only on an exception basis. Olympia has no "Brownfield" type
program to address relatively depressed areas.
Infrastructure must be provided. It is more expensive, both for developers and the city, to
redevelop infrastructure than it is to develop infrastructure on raw land.
There needs to be something to attract people to invest in downtown housing in Olympia. Until
people are willing to buy or rent housing, responsible investors will not step forward and invest.
Instead, Olympia will continue to have to deal with overleveraged speculative developers
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As a former "cliff dweller" in Manhattan, I can give personal testimony that one of the key
requirements to attracting people to downtown, intensively developed housing is an attractive
park system. People need to be able to get out and get somewhat close to nature.
Olympia needs to concentrate on providing an environment that will attract people to downtown
housing which, in turn, will encourage responsible investors to invest in developing downtown
housing. Attractive and adequate supply of downtown parks is a critical part of this
environment.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

I urge the Parks Department and the City Council to include the Isthmus as part of the city's long
range planning process. I would not expect the Isthmus Park to compete for currently available
funds but it needs to be included to give Olympia's citizens a vision of how parks can contribute
to Olympia's downtown redevelopment process.
Hi. I certainly think that the possibility of an isthmus park should be included in the update of the
Parks Plan. Almost 5,000 city voters signed the initiative petition mandating an independent
study of its feasibility; that's far more demonstrated public support than there's been for
anything else in the plan, I think! The study said it is feasible in the long-run, and there are a
number of great ideas for possible low public buildings there as part of a park, like an arts center.
Obviously, there's not money in the current budget for it, but I think the state and the city can
work out a way to fund it in the long run, and it certainly should be included as something for the
City to try to realize over the long term.
The Isthmus Park idea deserves to be included, considering the large number of signatures
(4,000+ valid) gathered in a very short time (6 wks) to explore the feasibility, and then the
positive results of the feasibility study. We hope for funding outside existing sources, but an
Isthmus Park would be an important asset to both Olympia and the whole state.
I think it is crucial that Olympia take this opportunity to obtain the Isthmus property for
generations to come.
Please keep the Isthmus out of this park plan!!! This is not its zoning and it would better serve as
a residential area! Multi-use with taxes coming into the City coffers. Thank you.
I appreciate the explanation that the omission of the Isthmus Park was not a staff decision – but
instead an instruction from the 2009 City Council. I hope that the final plan will include specific
planning for the Isthmus Park. Overall, the Plan is very well done and impressive. The Olympia
Capitol Park Foundation’s goals is to help fund and create a park on the Isthmus to create a great
public space and to protect and perfect the views from and to America’s most magnificent
Capitol Campus setting. We need the City to be an active partner.
I think we need a beautiful interactive Isthmus park in the downtown area in the near future. An
aquarium would be great down there and would attract a lot of visitors.
I represent former Governor and United States Senator, Daniel J. Evans, former Governor Albert
D. Rosellini, former Governor Booth Gardner, former Secretary of State Ralph Munro, University
of Washington Professor Emeritus, Norman J. Johnston the State Capitol Campus Architectural
Historian, Michael S. Hamm, Principal Landscape Architect at the Portico Group, the designers of
the North Capitol Campus Heritage Park and Law Enforcement Memorial, Former Chair of the
Washington State Shorelines Hearings Board, Robert V. Jensen, President of the Olympia Isthmus
Park Association and former Chair of the Olympia Planning Commission, Gerald Reilly, the
National Association of Olmsted Parks, the Friends of Seattle's Olmsted Parks, Friends of the
Waterfront, and the Black Hills Audubon Society.
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As a land use attorney, as former chair of the Olympia Planning Commission, and as former chair
of the Thurston County Chamber of Commerce and downtown business owner, our clients and I
thank you for the proposed updated Olympia Parks Plan and ask that you add implementation of
the 2009 Isthmus Park Feasibility Study to the plan. Implementation of the 2009 Isthmus Park
plan complies with the historic design principles of the State Capitol Campus by Capitol Campus
Architects, Wilder and White and the Olmsted Brothers. The Isthmus Park addition to the North
Capitol Campus Heritage Park also complies with the holding of Sato v. Olympia, SHB No. 8141,
the Growth Management Act, the Shoreline Management Act, the Olympia Comprehensive Plan,
and the Shoreline Master Program by protecting the public views of the Puget Sound and the
Olympics to and from the State Capitol Campus. See Exhibit 1.
Implementation of the 2009 Isthmus Park Plan complies with ninety-nine years of state law and
policy for the State Capitol Campus. As you know, Wilder and White and the Olmsted Brothers
incorporated four design principles into their plan for the State Capitol Campus. These principles
include: (1) the City Beautiful Movement, (2) the Capitol Group of buildings, a revolutionary
design of legislative, executive, and judicial buildings to look like a singular Capitol building when
viewed from Budd Inlet, the Isthmus, and the Fourth Avenue (Olympia Yashiro Friendship)
Bridge, (3) the borrowed landscape of the Olympic Mountains and Budd Inlet to frame the design
and (4) the northern orientation of the Capitol Group and Campus to Budd Inlet and the
Olympics. See Exhibit 2.
Implementation of the 2009 Isthmus Park Plan promotes the public trust of preserving the view
corridors from and to the State Capitol Campus from the Temple of Justice and the Law
Enforcement Memorial out to Budd Inlet and Olympics. All the citizens of Olympia hold the public
view corridor in trust for the people of the State of Washington and have a fiduciary duty to see
that the Wilder and White and Olmsted Brothers design is preserved and enhanced. The
Washington State Capitol Campus is a historic designed landscape as defined by the National
Parks Service. See Exhibits 3, 4, and 5.
As a member and former chair of the Olympia Planning Commission from 1986-1992, we
recognized that the city was bound by the Sato decision and implementation of the 2009 Isthmus
Park Plan will protect the City Beautiful design principles of the Capitol Campus. The City, State,
and private donors have invested millions of dollars for the North Capitol Campus Heritage Park,
the North Campus Trail, the Washington State Law Enforcement Memorial, the Heritage Park
Fountain, and Percival Landing over the last twenty-five years. See Exhibit 6. An active Isthmus
Park with attractions such as a carousel, a community artesian well, and a museum would all
enhance our community's greatest tourist attraction, the State Capitol Campus.
The positive impact of an Isthmus Park can be seen in the video provided by the six living former
governors, the first ladies, and former secretary of state and Mrs. Munro. The video can be found
on the enclosed DVD and on this website link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOJAiodGpKM&feature=related. See Exhibit 7.
The Isthmus Park protects the Capitol Campus view corridor just like the City of Seattle protects
the view corridor of Olmsted's Rainier Vista in Seattle on the University of Washington Campus
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and the City of Washington D.C. protects the view corridor from the United States Capitol to the
Lincoln Memorial on the National Mall in Washington D.C. Both Rainier Vista and the National
Mall are City Beautiful designs. See Exhibit 8. An Isthmus Park would be very similar to Spokane's
Riverfront Park in its downtown.
As a former chair of the Chamber of Commerce, implementation of the 2009 Isthmus Park Plan
would promote our greatest visitor attraction and would increase the millions of dollars
generated by our visitor economy in downtown Olympia.
The Initiative that led to the Isthmus Park Feasibility Study was the first successful initiative in
Olympia since an Initiative in 1955 which led to the creation of the city's Watershed Park. The
success of the 2008 Isthmus Park Initiative and the results of the 2009 city council election clearly
show that at least 70% of Olympia's citizens support the expansion of Heritage Park onto the
Isthmus. As President of the North Capitol Campus Heritage Park Association, I can vouch that
the most common comment we have heard from the public since we incorporated in 1987 has
been "when is the Capitol Center Building or "the Mistake by the Lake" going to be purchased by
the public and torn down." Thank you.
16.
Create an isthmus park if we don’t do it now how will we ever be able to acquire the land or
expand the fountain block?
17.
I think that is makes sense to include the Isthmus. Given recent changes to the City Council and
continued wide-spread support for an Isthmus park, an Isthmus-wide park – I think it would
make sense to include the Isthmus. Al l the parcels from Water Street to the spillway, as an area
for eventual public acquisition and subsequent development into one open space, a park space.
Go Artesian Well, Go Isthmus Park!
18.
Please include the Isthmus area in your planning, visioning!
19.
The idea of the Isthmus park should be addressed. I found the word mentioned but no
acknowledgement of its significance in recent Olympia discourse. At the very least, the plan
should target a time for exploring funding, partnership and feasibility – even if the Olympia
Isthmus Park Foundation ends up taking the lead in fundraising.
ARTS COMMISSION:
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

TRAILS (7 Comments):
1.

REGARDING GARFIELD NATURE TRAIL Under the Under New Programs and Projects Section, Section states that “*t+he park and
trail are in good condition and no major improvements are planned.” I strongly disagree.
What is the time frame for declaring that the conditions are “good?” Is it with a
perspective of 15 or 25 years ago. Or should this perspective look yet back at least 75 or
100 years ago?
The main jewel of this park is the creek (Garfield Creek) which unfortunately has been
experiencing chronic degradation (scouring of streambed and streambanks) for years.
Especially within the last 5 years, most notably in the winter of 2006 and the winter of
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2008, this park has sustained the heaviest damage on its hillslopes proportionally more
than any other park in the City’s system. Without adequate planning and intervention,
which has been absent over this recent years, there will be more mass wasting events
into this small urban stream.
There needs to be markedly improved stormwater management for all the residential
homes that are upslope and abut the left (north) side of the park, especially those
residential homes which feed unmanaged stormwater into the park via a small tributary.
Currently, several connected and detached unsightly 4” corrugated plastic pipe lines
drape down the erodible and unstable channel of this same left-bank tributary that feeds
directly into Garfield Creek. These pipes ineffectively discharge stormwater onto
unstable hillslopes and into the fragile creek of this small urban park. In addition, there
must be a plan to immediately initiate reforestation and stabilization of the slope failures
affected by the storms of 2006 and 2008.
Furthermore, Garfield Nature Trail is hydrologically connected to West Bay Parklands.
There should be a long range plan to integrate these currently separate parks for the
betterment of both.
2.

3.

4.

We have reviewed the proposed Woodard Creek Trail Plan that would extend along the eastside
of the creek north - south through the Providence St. Peter Hospital property. I would like to
share with you our interests expanding the City trail system through our property. Providence St.
Peter Hospital has had discussions over the last several years regarding the addition of trails
through our property. We are committed to establishing trails in the Woodard Creek watershed
that would allow our employees and the public to enjoy the pristine and tranquil attributes of
this area. Furthermore, we are interested in working with the city to help establish a pedestrian –
only corridor from our property to the future 8th Avenue Park or as a pedestrian extension of
12th Avenue. Eventually connecting 8th Avenue or 12th Avenue pedestrian trails from the
hospital to the eastside neighborhood would be a major benefit to our community. Providence
also envisions creating some 1 mile and ½ mile walking trails on either side of Woodard Creek to
help foster healthy employee activities. We are not in favor of any City plans that might include
widening of our private Providence Lane or extension of 12th Avenue through this wetland as we
envision that this would severely and negatively impact both the wetland environment and
degrade the natural environment we are trying to maintain on the hospital campus.
We look forward to working with you to create a trail system on our property that will enhance
the outdoor experience for the public and Providence employees. Thank you for your time in
considering our thoughts and concerns.
Components of the existing plan that I would like to encourage added emphasis on are:
Development of connecting trails between existing trails owned by City of Olympia and
other jurisdictions (e.g., connecting the new West Bay Park, Percival Landing, and Capitol
Lake trail).
The 2010 Parks plan is one of the best plans for anything I've seen. Great job! I especially like
the catalog of parks in the appendices with the overhead shot of each park and its amenities. I
can't make the public meeting tonight but the items I strongly support include:
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development to the OWT; I benefit from this greatly since I bike commute in the
summers (from my home in the Governor Stevens neighborhood to Group Health).
Thanks for all the hard work & good luck tonight.
5.
Map 2-2 trail along waterfront should g all the way around Port Peninsula.
Map 2-2 West Bay Trail is missing. Should go from Yashiro Bridge to Tugboat Annies.
Add trails to south side of Priest Pont Park connecting Reeves Middle School entrance to
East Bay Drive. Also not eth trail from Reeves Middle School ballfields to Howard
Avenue.
Add a paved trail E-W across Grass Lake Park and N-S to Yauger Park.
Add a trail N-S through Woodard Creek starting at Martin Way and E-W connecting
northeast neighborhood to Providence St. Peter Hospital.
Emphasize support of public pathways program.
Include Public art on mileposts along OWT.
Purchase greenway parcels in proximity to OWT (#1 priority)
Swap property in Indian Creek neighborhood adjacent to OWT (O’Conner Parcel)
Build an interpretive park in cooperation with the Nisqually Tribe at Medicine Creek
Springs (AKA McAllister Springs).
Percival Canyon Trail
All trails identified in the Regional trails Plan
P. 75 Swap O’Conner Parcel with other plats along OWT.
Consider a neighborhood park at Indian Creek stormwater facility.
A loop trail around the headwaters of Woodard Creek.
Emphasize volunteer projects such as soft-surface trail construction.
Begin the Chambers Lake Trail.
6.
Need to tie parks together by walking paths and bicycle paths – either by streets or along green
areas – bring back string of pearls.
7.
p. 61, 4.8. Under the circumstance describe, one wants dedication of trail ROW, not funds. This
can be accomplished under SEPA or as a credit against a trail impact fee, but should NOT include
payment of impact fees. Except, I suppose, for development, but not for the land.
ARTS COMMISSION:
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

COMMUNITY GARDENS (7 Comments):
1.

Hi, I recently heard that included in the recent parks plan draft is $195,000 for community food
gardens in Oly park space over 6 years - this is awesome news! A few years ago when I was on a
neighborhood association board (Eastside) I was pushing for the city to implement a more
helpful, cooperative policy for community gardens. The Olympia Community Gardens over off
13th and Central is where I garden. It's been there for 26? years, but is on developer land and
could be kicked off any year, and needs help because there's no money for infrastructure or
anything. I don't know what exactly this money is for, or how much space the city plans on
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

allowing to be used, but I'll just say that whatever it is, it's a good start, and thank you all for
listening! Hundreds of Olympians eagerly await details of the plan.
The plans for the parks in the Eastside neighborhood look great! As you know is much energy for
acquiring community gardening space in the neighborhood. I am working with a group
constructing the new garden at Madison Elementary (come check it out if you haven't seen it yet)
and so many people are looking for their own plots to garden. Let me know if there are
important ways to connect the work being done at Madison Elementary to the view-park.
A few brief words here expressing huge support of the inclusion of garden spaces in City parks. I
am thankful that the city has taken this step. I believe that through community/park garden
projects there is huge potential for:
Knowledge and resource sharing including region specific growing techniques
Tool sharing (saving money on large items that need only be purchased once)
Intergenerational community building
Less petroleum dependence (less shipped produce, less impact on the environment)
Direct response to increasing food prices
Health and wellness, through safe exercise and also greater nutrition from local produce
Fun! A way to meet neighbors and a way to enjoy our parks.
Hello, Just wanted to say that I'm happy to see a plan for more community food gardens in the
City of Olympia Parks Plan. Good work!
I can't make the public meeting tonight but the items I strongly support include:
community gardens; I wouldn't use these personally at the moment since I have some
garden beds at home.
In general, I am very supportive of the current draft. I am especially supportive of the plan for
community gardens. However, based on the experience of other communities, and my
perception of our needs, I feel like more funding should be allocated to gardens. I suggest
doubling the amount proposed for Tiers 2 & 3. I would increase this funding by reducing the
proposed funding for dog parks. Food is essential – and will become more so – dogs are a luxury.
I'm a member of the ENA, and have just gotten on-line lately. I haven't gotten very involved yet,
but am very interested in the community gardens at the Madison Scenic Park. I did not know
there was a working plan that has been established. As I work many nights, I also couldn't
attend the meeting Wed., and am just now reading that tonight is the close of a comment
period. I'm coming in late here, and I apologize for that. I'll talk to others in the ENA soon about
what transpired at the meeting, and I will get a hold of a copy of 'the plan' soon, but since today
is the final day for 'concerns' to be expressed I want to note a few things here now.
First, I'm assuming, but I know that is dangerous, that the planning that has taken place thus far
for the Madison Scenic community gardens is for ORGANIC gardening practices. Is that correct?
That is what I am interested in.
I also know there could be issues regarding scented substances, organic or not, like personal
perfumes, personal cleaning products, etc. that wreak havoc for some of us, and are not noticed
as a problem for many others. This can be discussed under the heading of Multiple Chemical
Sensitivity, as found in proclamations made by the current and past Governors of this state re:
May being proclaimed Multiple Chemical Sensitivity Awareness Month for around ten (10) years
now. I want this issue to be raised from the get go surrounding the development of the
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community gardens so that some policy can be created in this community space to
accommodate for such 'sensitivity'. This community, Olympia, has a lot of awareness, generally,
about this issue, but there are still lots of pockets where ignorance of it being a problem for
many reigns. I have literature about it if that would be helpful, though the Governors'
proclamations are a great start for any awareness campaign.
I also am wondering whether you know of, or know any of the folks in NA in the NORTH eastside
area who are involved in the Wendell Berry Garden on Wilson St & Oak (nearly). They have, as
part of their mission statement, to help/mentor other neighborhoods to develop something
similar. They've established a fabulous community gardening effort over there, and it would be a
shame to invest time, energy, and money re-inventing the wheel 'over here' if, instead, they
could mentor some of us through such a process. I know it would be different since the city is
spearheading this one, but I'M just suggesting there might be enough overlap to consider such
collaboration, especially on the front end of this project's development. I could find a contact for
the individuals in that organization if you do not have any, but I haven't one on me right now.
Those are what come to mind for now. I look forward to meeting you, and hope to be involved
in this neighborhood project/space/development.
ARTS COMMISSION:
May consider including more community gardens in the plan.
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

PORT OF OLYMPIA PROPERTY (5 Comments):
1.

I strongly urge that the draft 2010 Parks Arts and Recreation Plan for the City of Olympia clearly
reflect and explicitly state the clear jurisdiction of the City over all land use at the Port of
Olympia. This jurisdiction is established in RCW and is incorporated into the Growth
Management Act and the Olympia Municipal Code. (See below).
Consequently, I believe the City has the obligation to fully protect and enhance the shoreline for
the overall benefit of the citizens of Olympia and, therefore, to create full public access thru
parks at those currently undeveloped lands at the Port.
RCW 36.70C.020
Definitions.
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section apply
throughout this chapter.
(1) "Land use decision" means a final determination by a local jurisdiction's body
or officer with the highest level of authority to make the determination, including those
with authority to hear appeals, on:
(a) An application for a project permit or other governmental approval required by
law before real property may be improved, developed, modified, sold, transferred, or
used, but excluding applications for permits or approvals to use, vacate, or transfer
streets, parks, and similar types of public property; excluding applications for
legislative approvals such as area-wide rezones and annexations; and excluding
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applications for business licenses;
(b) An interpretative or declaratory decision regarding the application to a specific
property of zoning or other ordinances or rules regulating the improvement,
development, modification, maintenance, or use of real property; and
(c) The enforcement by a local jurisdiction of ordinances regulating the
improvement, development, modification, maintenance, or use of real property.
However, when a local jurisdiction is required by law to enforce the ordinances in a
court of limited jurisdiction, a petition may not be brought under this chapter.
(2) "Local jurisdiction" means a county, city, or incorporated town.
=====================
According to RCW 53.08.220 Reports and other special use districts
"....As to properties or facilities situated within a city or town, such regulations must
conform to and be consistent with the ordinances of the city or town...."
-------------------------------------Under the GMA
WAC 365 -195 -770
(2) Except where any specific enactment may state the contrary, the department
interprets the GMA as requiring that regional agencies and special districts comply
with the comprehensive plans and development regulations developed under the act.
========================
The Olympia Municipal Code states:

2.

18.02.100 - Authority and comprehensive plan consistency
This Development Code is a principal tool for implementing the goals and policies of
the Olympia Comprehensive Plan, pursuant to the mandated provisions of the Growth
Management Act of 1990, RCW 58.17, Subdivision Act, State Environmental Policy Act,
and other applicable State and local requirements. All development within the city
incorporated boundary - and the urban growth area shall be consistent with Olympia's
Comprehensive Plan.
The subdivision provisions of this Development Code are intended to supplement
and implement RCW 58.17 and the Subdivision Ordinance of the City. If the provisions
of this Development Code conflict with any provision of Revised Code of Washington
(RCW) 58.17, the RCW shall prevail.
No land shall be subdivided or developed for any purpose which is not in
conformance with the Comprehensive Plan, any zoning ordinance or other applicable
provisions of the Olympia Municipal Code.
The draft 2010 Parks Arts and Recreation Plan for the City of Olympia state the clear jurisdiction
of the City over all land use at the Port of Olympia. This is important.
The RCW rules state this, and it is incorporated into the Growth Management Act and the
Olympia Municipal Code. The City of Olympia must protect and enhance the shoreline for the
overall benefit of the citizens of Olympia. Can we do this? Can the City Parks committee work on
this? We need to create full public access thru parks at those currently undeveloped lands at the
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3.

4.

Port. Please help the neighborhoods with this vision! We appreciate you.
Many people agree, and have agreed for many years, that the land at the tip of the Port
peninsula is probably the most valuable park land in the county. It has a unique combination of
waterfront location and unobstructed views of the water and Olympics.
As the Port considers the development of this land, it is imperative that city officials talk with
Port officials about developing it in a way that allows much of this special waterfront area to
remain open for public access. This would provide a wonderful amenity for the general public
and also would enhance the desirability of other port lands in this area for development.
We insist that Olympia’s Park Draft Plan include the end of the Port Peninsula in the public
planning process. Is it in the public’s interest to protect and preserve the most spectacular
publicly owned marine waterfront and views in the City of Olympia?
On March 24, 2010, during the public meeting on the Draft Plan, you said, “It’s difficult to find …
partials to acquire …” and “It’s tough to find partials for parks …” North Point is 1,400 feet of
publicly owned waterfront in downtown Olympia. The public planning process requires no
appropriation to make the public land use determination for North Point’s public waterfront
property.

For all time, it will be a disgrace to every American citizen who shares in the ownership of North
Point, if the City of Olympia’s public waterfront property were allowed to be privatized through
lease development before the citizens had an opportunity for an open public process. Thank you
very much.
5.
With respect to Larida Passage, North Point, and East Bay it is worth noting that in keeping with
the legacy, spirit, and character of downtown Olympia – preserving these views are in keeping
with the original Wilder and White vision of unimpaired views of the Capital Campus, Budd Inlet,
Puget Sound, and the Olympics. Let’s designate a park setting for this pristine reach of shoreline.
ARTS COMMISSION:
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

SPORTS FIELDS/ULTIMATE FRISBEE (5 Comments):
1.

2.

Over the last six years, I have been significantly involved in the ultimate frisbee co-ed league
organized through OPARD (Jeff Johnson has done a great job). I really appreciate that we are
able to get space for our league every year despite our league being one of the more recent
leagues that OPARD has organized. I am also very happy to see funding in place for a new soccer
field at Briggs, and hope that in the future, sufficient funds can be secured for new fields to be
created at the 8th Ave park.
Ultimate frisbee is growing in our community, and to meet that need three years ago the local
ultimate frisbee players organized the South Sound Ultimate Players Board of Directors. If the
Board can help you in any way, please feel free to contact me. Have a good day.
For the past three years I have participated in the Olympia Spring Ultimate Frisbee League, and
have been very happy with the way it has been organized and managed. However, as I look
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forward to another season in 2010, I can't help but be a little apprehensive about playing our
games at the LBA softball fields.

3.

Ultimate Frisbee is supposed to be played on a rectangular football or soccer field -- not a more
circular softball outfield. Last year one of our players suffered a season ending injury when she
stepped on one of the plastic irrigation box covers while playing in the first game of the season.
These covers, along with the softball field fences and dirt infield areas, are just a couple examples
of how the fields are less than ideal for our sport. I understand that there are much larger, more
established groups competing for space on soccer fields. But, if there were more of these fields
available, maybe there would be enough room for us all to play safely.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Olympia Parks, Arts and Recreation (PAR) Plan.
I am an ultimate frisbee player, and in fact helped found the Olympia Spring Ultimate League
through OPARD back in 2003. Since that time, we have grown the city league from fewer than 40
to well over 100 participants. This league has been made successful by the fantastic staff at
OPARD (namely Jeff Johnson), but also because of a unique partnership between the city and a
dedicated group of citizens (including myself) who have a passion for bringing this sport to
Olympia. The league has been tremendously successful at providing a mixed skill level, mixed age
level, co-ed non -contact, good-spirit oriented sport for the whole family (and indeed, we have
had whole families play!). It is a feather in the City's cap for helping to establish this league seven
years ago.
Now in my eighth year helping to organize the league, we continue to play on inadequate fields
over at LBA. Though perfect for baseball, LBA is not designed for other sports. We have to play
on reduced-size fields, dodging sprinkler heads and water main covers placed for baseball field
design. (In fact, those very same obstacles have caused some serious injuries on the part of
league participants.) While we feel fortunate to have field space at all, these fields are not
appropriate for our sport. We need football or soccer-sized fields for ultimate. As some
members of our community call to move the ultimate league to Lacey, where sports fields
continue to be built to accommodate demand, all of us would like to see our league stay in
Olympia where it belongs.
Field space is clearly a tremendous issue in Olympia - this I know. Though I am very much in
support of responsible growth and development, I am also in favor of providing adequate space
to provide opportunities for local sports leagues activities, whether for youth or adults. It is so
integral to ensuring that we address the fitness and activity-related aspects of improving our
community's health. Children need to run and play. So do adults. We are an increasingly unfit
and generally unhealthy society. This is an important role for OPARD to fill as an advocate for
community health and fitness.

4.

I am very happy to see funding in place for a new soccer field at Briggs, and hope very much that
you will add new fields at the currently undeveloped 8th Ave park. We need new fields within
Olympia to which folks can walk, bike and (if necessary) drive. Please make field development a
high and funded priority in your plan. Olympia needs to play, and needs more playing fields on
which to do it. Please help us meet that demand.
Components of the existing plan that I would like to encourage added emphasis on are:
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Development of a dedicated large rectangle recreational field (e.g., soccer field). While
the new facilities at Lacey's Rainier Vista and the Thurston County RAC are great,
Olympia should have at least one dedicated soccer field complex that are not marginal
school fields. There are many groups besides soccer that need and desire large rectangle
fields.
5.
The plan looks great, a very impressive piece of work. I see that you're not getting a lot of
feedback from folks who want sports fields, so I wanted to mention how much I value the annual
ultimate frisbee spring league. My wife and I play together in this league, and we bring our kids
out to the park as well. Usually, there are other parents bringing kids out, and the kids play
together, and eat sandwiches on the sidelines and watch us play. We love being able to show our
children a spirited and fun team sport involving women and men playing together. We enjoy the
team camaraderie and community feel at the park. Another benefit of a recreational league like
this is showing our children the thrill of competition without the excessive fouling, ego-displays,
and commercialization of the professional sports they can watch on television. Ultimate Frisbee
also provides the added benefit of modeling positive problem solving, since we don't use
Referees. I was thrilled to see that there are plans for a new soccer field at Briggs. Having more
flat, grassy rectangles available in the area will increase opportunities for ultimate frisbee, and
recreational sports in general. The picture of the 8th Ave park location makes it look like another
potential candidate for soccer fields. Thanks for accepting comments on the plan.
ARTS COMMISSION:
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

Artesian Well (4 Comments):
1.

Thank you for the presentation. The OPARD plan is impressive. I especially like the concept of
promoting sustainability and societal stability through parks programs and infrastructure.
I would like to recommend two improvements. One is to include the artesian well in the parks
Plan. I appreciate the explanation that the City Water department is in the lead with the well,
and I think a cooperative effort between City Water managers and Parks people could help to
make a public Artesian Well park a reality – the sooner the better.

2.

3.

(Note: Comment “two” is found under Isthmus Park.)
I see the Artesian Well as an important resource to our community – both personally and in your
plan. However, I don’t see how the City is planning to acquire/create an artesian well park. If
the Water Resources program is taking this over, I would like to see this stated in the plan, and I
would like to know their plan of how they are going to do this.
The Plan should include a summary of current issues relating to the development of an artesian
well feature and the rational for the placement of this project within the Public Works
department;

4.
Say why the artesian well isn’t being built in the plan.
ARTS COMMISSION:
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BMX (3 Comments):
1.

2.
3.

I want to voice my support for BMX facilities in the new parks plan as written. I ride BMX and
Mountain Bikes, and I’ve never felt that Olympia had much options for any in-city riding facilities.
Some of the features I'd love to see include:
A pump track
Large (clover-leaf) shaped concrete bowl that is bike appropriate
Dirt jumps of varying difficulty/size.
I work as a bicycle mechanic at The Bike Stand/Olympic Outfitters. You can get a hold of me here
at this email address. Thanks in advance for considering my comments!
I support the BMX park plan. I believe the park would add great substance to the already growing
cycling community by providing cyclist a place to ride and grow together.
I support the proposed BMX park plan.

Ward Lake (2 Comments):
1.

Develop Ward Lake as quickly as possible. The community needs swimming and more ball fields.
We spent so much to acquire it, now we need to reap the benefits not wait for 10-15 years.

2.

Pleased that design of Ward Lake is planned for 2010 and is funded. Not happy that
development will not occur until 2016-2019! I will be 78 years old in 2019! Consider shifting
money from some near-term projects so that Ward Lake swimming can happen by 2012! The
playfields can wait until 2019. Although we are short of fields, we do have some already. By
contrast, swimming has long been one of the highest, more request needs. Ward Lake will be
the only public swimming area in the City since Capital Lake was closed to swimming in 1984.

ARTS COMMISSION:
PLANNING COMMISSION:
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

MISCELLANEOUS (37 Comments):
1.

After reading the P&R plan, I was curious as to the Wildwood Glen park development. I am the
current chair for the Wildwood Neighborhood Association and our citizens have expressed a
higher interest in having the parcel developed. We are inquiring to the people what kind of park
or what features they would like to have. If I read correctly, does the park start development
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2.

until 2020?
Staff Response: Thanks for your message and for your interest in the Wildwood Glen
parcel. The plan calls for $25,000 to be utilized for interim improvements to the park in
Tier 2, which is 2012-2015 (see p. 76). These are the only funds proposed for this parcel
during the planning horizon (2010-2020). Since this is a small “open space” parcel, I’m
not really sure we would envision much more development than whatever would be
done for the $25,000. (Small open spaces like this don’t typically have playgrounds,
picnic shelters, restrooms, etc.) Does your association have a vision for what they had in
mind for that site?
Thanks for your reply. Our residents have had some interesting ideas as to what they would hope
the park could be developed into. The two most popular ideas are a dog park, where a portion of
the plot is fenced, and the other is an amphitheater, utilizing the natural sloping terrain. I'm not
sure if this is something that can be done, but I think if the people really want one of these
options there could be some options.
REGARDING WEST BAY PARKLANDS I support the re-establishment of historical and naturally resilient ecological functions
related to this park’s aquatic lands (especially within the near-shore environment)
together with a Parks and Recreation program to increase public awareness of aquatic
lands as a finite natural resource and irreplaceable public heritage.
Initiate a program to allow the park become an example of L.E.E.D. (Leadership for
Energy and Environmental Design) for Urban Landscape and Urban Parklands, for
example:
* Maximize removal and recycling of concrete platforms.
* Promote usage of pervious surfaces for parking areas, pathways and trails.
* Design and install raingardens with stormwater runoff cleansing ponds.
Plan for this park to capture and cleanse all runoff, especially
petrochemicals, through mycoremediation demonstration projects.
* Use only native plants.
Remove all invasive and non-native plants together with long-term
management of invasives.
Mimic, along major portions of the shoreline, the same plant community
that uses to reside beside Budd Inlet over 150 years ago.
* Incorporate composting latrines.
* On-site yard waste management.
* Minimize and marginalize all lighting fixtures potential for light pollution.
* Design for and implement a day-lighting project for Garfield Creek which
travels through (bisects) West Bay Parklands.
“Imagine Olympia,” in the near future, when a restored Garfield Creek
and its estuarine/delta system aids in re-invigorating the environs for
wildlife and for the environmental education of its citizenry.

3.

Thank you for your time and attention,
All and all the plan is very well done. I particularly like the principle that the City will balance
construction of new parks with long-term maintenance and that the City will build only what it
can afford to maintain.
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I have one concern. The plan estimates park and recreation demand for at least a 10 year period
as required by RCW 36.70A.070 (8). RCW 36.70A.070 also requires that the parks element be
consistent with the rest of the city’s comprehensive plan. Therefore, it is important to keep
RCW 36.70A.070 (3) (d) in mind. RCW 36.70A.070 (3) (d) requires a six-year capital facilities
plan that will finance capital facilities within projected funding capacities and clearly identifies
sources of public money for these purposes. The capital facilities plan in this plan identifies
facilities, cost estimates, and general sources of funding for the next ten years and says that it
can be done within current revenue streams (pages 103 – 106). However, from the information
presented, it is not possible to tell if these facilities are fundable within current revenue streams.
Also, the estimated specific amounts for various revenue sources are not clearly identified. The
final plan should make some reasonable assumptions about how this plan is sustainable within
current or future funding sources. The plan should also make assumptions about the specific
amounts from various funding sources that will be used for each project. Both these estimates
are needed so that the public understands whether this plan is truly affordable and sustainable.
I have a couple of questions:
The 1994 Olympia Comprehensive Plan envisioned the addition of nine new
neighborhood parks and that these parks would be enough to provide a park within one
mile radius of each residence. I wonder if these goals have been achieved or will be
continued. (Olympia Comprehensive Plan, Park, Arts, and Recreation, page 2 and page
5). I continue to support that goal.
Do the Target Outcome Ratios (pages 87 and 88) which are important and required for
estimate how much park land and open space will needed to support Olympia’s future
population include school district, state, county, or other public entities recreational
facilities and open space in the city and urban growth area? I think that these areas
should be included in the ratios to make Olympia’s resources go farther.
How do the projects in the plan fulfill the target ratios? It is not clear in the plan how
the current projects listed in the plan meet these target ratios. The plan should clearly
explain this.
4.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
I value the commitment of the OPARD and thank you all for your efforts to produce a high-quality
Draft Parks, Arts and Recreation Plan. My comments on the Plan follow.
Permaculture Principles should be applied to the development, management, and
maintenance of all park spaces and facilities, and ought to be woven throughout the
Plan. These principles include: Observe and Interact, Catch and Store Energy, Obtain a
Yield, Apply Self-regulation and Accept Feedback, Use and Value Renewable Resources
and Services, Produce No Waste, Design From Patterns to Details, Integrate Rather
Than Segregate, Use Small and Slow Solutions, Use and Value Diversity, Use Edges and
Value the Marginal, and Creatively Use and Respond to Change.
(see D. Holmgren, pages 9 – 22 in Essence of Permaculture,
www.holmgren.com.au/DLFiles/PDFs/Essence_of_PC_eBook.pdf, or Permaculture:
Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability, 2003, for more information);
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It is imperative that the City implement the precautionary principle in regards chemical
and fertilizer use in facility, landscape, and turf maintenance (especially in and around
children’s play areas, community gardens, and off-leash dog areas). This should be noted
in the plan;
I support and request the use of Integrated Pest Management Practices in all park
properties and facilities. I am glad to see IPM as a component of this Plan;
These facts should be included in the respective sections of the plan;
In support of the “environment‟ value, this plan should include a proviso that all
chemicals and fertilizers used will be evaluated in regards to their potential ability to
harm people, animals, other organisms, and the biological integrity of our natural
resources. Natural, organic, and less-toxic materials and products must be used
whenever possible;
Food forests and edible landscaping provide multiple benefits to the community and rival
“clean water‟ as one of the most valuable legacies we could leave to future generations.
Food forests (productive perennial polycultures) are a truly superior and beneficial use
of soil and water resources, and should be incorporated within various park properties
and facilities. The Plan should include a reference to the social, environmental, and
ecological benefits provided by food forests and edible landscaping in urban and
suburban settings. Food forests and edible plants enrich the quality of life for many
residents, improve environmental stewardship, strengthen community connections, and
help create positive neighborhood identities. Local Permaculture guilds, garden groups,
and/or non-profit organizations such as Terra Commons (www.oly-wa.us/Terra/) could
be partners in this endeavor. Productive edible species which should be incorporated
into park landscapes include berry bushes (blueberries, raspberries, more), grapes, and
fruit and nut trees, among many others;
It is important that this Plan reflect an awareness and understanding of the ever
increasing scarcity and value of our finite fresh water resources. Future parks should
exemplify a dedicated commitment to protecting and infiltrating stormwater. Native
plants should be assimilated and “lawn‟ areas which require frequent irrigation and fuelintensive mowing minimized;

5.

Please incorporate these important matters into the PAR Plan and the PAR Department’s
decisions going forward. Future generations of all Olympia residents - human and otherwise –
will be grateful.
We need neighborhoods to enhance our park maintenance and minimize vandalism
(recent Mission Creek Park signs). We need to encourage the model of park stewards
and find a way to quantify the efforts so we can use those efforts to increase other
sources for maintenance funds—be it local fundraising, or grant eligibility.
Create models for volunteers to assist in the building, maintenance and even fundraise
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6.

7.
8.

9.

for acquisitions.
Extend the bond payback timeframe. We need to buy and develop now when costs are
low. The payback horizon can be spread out over more years and over the expected
increasing population.
Leave more areas in parks undeveloped—we all need more time in wilderness and open
spaces.
We need a larger timeframe for planning. Where do we want to be in 20-60 years?
I've just spent the better part of an hour trying to locate an explanation of the criteria used in
establishing project priorities for the Park Plan. I've been looking at the on line version. I've
concluded that I don't know if a user friendly explanation is in the document. If it isn't, I think it
would be helpful to include one. Thanks for the consideration.
Thanks for including a picture of Herb Legg p. vii).
The justification for collapsing all park types into just "Parks" (p. 23, second paragraph under
"Parks and Open Space") would seem to justify a single category for everything -- parks. The fact
that multiple types of space occur at a site does not justify classifying the entire site as just
"park". One needs to know what functions are provided at each. And one certainly needs to plan
function by function, not just for "parks". If we plan for just "parks" then we can wind up with
parks that provide for too much of one function and too little of another. The only way to avoid
that is to have a set of shadow function standards. Those need to be made public, analyzed and
decided on be council.
We really, really need to go back a couple of iterations and look at the functions provided by our
parks. Then we need to plan this way. This can be entirely separate from impact fee categories,
where the collapsing of all parks with all functions as just "parks" might be justified (a partial
collapsing would more likely be justified, because of the cost factors involved, but we'll have to
see what the analysis shows).
There needs to be a special study regarding the need for parks in the downtown area.
Certainly, the waterfront parks that serve the whole community also serve the downtown, but
what about inland areas? It has been noted that the bulk of downtown housing occurs around
and in close proximity to Sylvester Park. I think this is no coincidence.

10.

It is too late to do a special study now, but I strongly suggest that this plan include language
indicating that a study of downtown park needs will be completed in the next two years. The
downtown housing that will eventually be built (absent inundation from sea level rise and/or
earthquake-related subsidence) will be quite dense. This kind of housing may have a need for
park facilities that it different from that of the rest of Olympia. This needs to be examined.
Kudos. From the notes I made as a went thru the draft the first time, especially noteworthy are:

11.

1. General writing quality -- clear and readable
2. Analysis of citizen input -- values-based approach
3. p. 63, 7.8 and 7.9
4. Urban water front section, pp. 30-36.
The OPARD Today section could be confusing to readers.
On the one hand, it seems appropriate to include all the work done by the city department
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responsible for Parks, Arts, and Recreation. On the other hand, it could seem inappropriate to
include the likes of street medians and street trees, which are not parks, arts, or recreation
facilities.

12.

13.
14.

15.

So I guess I'd suggest an introductory statement to the effect that these non-PAR facilities are
included because their maintenance is the responsibility of OPARD, but that they are not parks,
arts, or recreation facilities and will not be part of any grant applications sought under the PAR
plan.
Some suggested re-writes:
p. 59, 3.3 Re-write in singular, e.g., "Include all people regardless of age, race, color, . . .
p. 60, 3.5 Change "a substantial part" to "as much as possible".
On page 60, policy 4.3 is written entirely for the benefit of private interests. All goals and policies
should be written for public benefit, with the private benefits incidental and secondary.
Draft Policy 7.2 on p. 63 is not a PAR goal. It deals with city transportation and office facilities.
The fact that the maintenance of these facilities is assigned to OPARD as a matter of efficiency
does not make them part of PAR policies. This language belongs elsewhere in the Comp Plan.
I was not able to determine whether the plan for acquisition and development of parks includes
the correct level of general fund and other support.
When we presented the 3% utility tax to the public in about 2005, we made crystal clear that this
new tax, if passed, would supplement, not supplant the existing level of city funding for
acquisition and development. That funding came from the general fund and possibly other
sources.
I do not object to the city taking a "holiday" from this funding level temporarily, during the
current severe recession. However, we must get back on track, and re-establish the former level
of non-utility tax funding. This should be reflected in the Plan
In addition, I've heard that a lot of the utility tax is being spent on park maintenance. This should
not be so. The plan that the public voted into place was for the funds to be spent primarily on
acquisition in the first ten years, primarily on development in the second ten years, then
primarily on maintenance starting after that.
When the city council decided to use these funds to purchase additional lands not on the original
list, then the primarily-acquisition period should have stretched past 10 years. And when the
council chose to develop parks sooner than originally envisioned, it should have provided
maintenance funds from other sources.
The way this is developing, the city is not doing what it promised to do. And the result is that the
citizens of Olympia will forever fail to have the facilities they were promised when they voted to
tax themselves.
This Plan is an opportunity to get back on track. It should include the appropriate level of nonutility tax funding and it should also scale back on development in favor of additional acquisition.
This is especially true of hard-to-acquire land like that for ballfields.
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16.

Somewhere in the Plan (sorry I don't have the cite), there is mention of the factors affecting land
purchases. One of those factors is willingness of land owners to sell to the city.
That is appropriate. However, it could be read as a veto power granted to property owners. And
it should not be.
I suggest this Plan make crystal clear that when it is not possible to find willing sellers for lands
for parks facilities needed by the public, then the city will, reluctantly, use the eminent domain
power that the state has provided for this purpose. Remember, if we don't get the needed lands
now, we will NEVER get them; people will simply not have parks.

17.

The city has no hesitancy using the eminent domain power when building streets or water
facilities or sewer facilities. Parks are no less important to the long-term health of this
community than those other facilities are. The former council's unwillingness to use the eminent
domain power appropriately should not be seen as a precedent.
I did a quick review of the plan and wanted to provide comments before the deadline ends
today. Overall, Olympia is a great place to live, and a large part of that is due to the great work
of OPARD. My family and I really enjoy and benefit from the outdoor/nature, recreational, and
artistic opportunities that OPARD provides. So thank you!
The plan is impressive and ambitious. The plan will make Olympia an even better place. I'm
excited about what the City is striving to accomplish in the upcoming years. Components of the
existing plan that I would like to encourage added emphasis on are:

18.

I see that there are environmental site cleanups planned for several future City parks. As
I have commented before, the City should do a better job of conducting risk-based
environmental cleanups on all of its properties. The past few City cleanups (including
West Bay) have not been risk-based. As a result, the cleanup activities have not been as
cost-effective or as environmentally sustainable as they could or should have been. In
these tough economic times, the City should not be throwing away soil at considerable
cost when the soil does not pose an unacceptable risk to human health or the
environment.
Unfortunately I found out about the public meeting that happened yesterday evening on shortnotice and could not attend. My partner and I very much wanted to attend, but could not
arrange child-care on such short notice.
I have skimmed through the current draft plan online and I did not see anything pertaining to the
usage of chemicals, herbicides, and pesticides at our public parks. My partner and I and her two
young children all feel very very strongly that Olympia's public parks should be spaces free of any
toxic chemicals, fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides. If our parks were free of the application of
all chemicals they would be healthier spaces for the flora and fauna that inhabit that space, our
ground water, our soil, and healthier spaces for neighborhood users (especially young children)
and their pets. There is a quite a large and growing body of scientific knowledge to support this
as well... Just visit our own Thurston County Public Health for starters
http://www.co.thurston.wa.us/health/ehcsg/pesticide_free.html
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As a family with small children and as supporters of the health of our Earth and water systems,
we very much would love to see Olympia make a statement and no longer use any man-made
chemicals, fertilizers, herbicides, or pesticides in any of our public parks.
In the coming days, I will be working on a formal letter to accompany this email and will be
soliciting signatures for such a letter in the near future. I know of many many more citizens,
families, and pet owners in Olympia who feel strongly about this issue as well and would like to
see our parks as safe and healthy places to use and congregate.

19.

Thank you very much for reading. Please email me with any questions or concerns.
The new Urban Waterfront section of the draft is very welcome. We've come a long way in the
past 30 years or so and I hope we are poised to make our waterfront all it can be, thereby serving
the general public and also assisting nearby businesses and housing developments. This section
does a very nice job of cataloging the progress we've made.
As I think I mentioned earlier, the only error I see is the definition of the "Big W" path on the
west side. It should go all the way to the Schneider Creek area.
Thus, I recommend that on Page 30, paragraph 3, the wording be changed to read: Imagine a
huge "W" starting at Schneider Creek, moving south to West Bay Park and then to the Olympia
Yashiro . . .

20.

Also, the red line on Map 2-2 would have to be changed accordingly.
1. As I have mentioned personally and at the public meeting, it appears to me that the Target
Outcome Ratios approach and the Parks and Open Space Classification System may be
appropriate for the imposition of impact fees. However, they are certainly not appropriate for
facilities planning.
This approach does not include standards for the various types of facilities, as previous plans
have and as other jurisdictions' plans do. It does not allow one to know what level of facilities is
needed, and therefore what the unmet need is.
Rather than dwelling on that, let me simply suggest that we return to the use of facilities
categories, e.g., neighborhood parks and ballfields. These could be less detailed than in the past,
but they need to allow us to determine what facilities are needed and therefore how much to
buy/develop. Thus, as an example, if we need one ballfield per 1,000 population to meet the
needs of our population (based on our experience and that of other jurisdictions), and if we are
planning for 50,000 people, then we need 50 ballfields. Further, if we now have 35 ballfields,
then we need to buy land for and construct 15 additional ballfields. And we need to get the land
very soon, before all the suitable land for this purpose is developed. In this particular example,
the ballfields on school district property would presumably be part of the calculations, if we can
safely assume that our contract for the use of these facilities can be counted on in perpetuity.
2. As I have also said, the Growth Management Act is squeezing us in two ways:
-- it requires us to have facilities like parks in the urban area in order to reduce travel, and
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-- it reduces the land available for such facilities by forcing all development into the UGA.
It is a simple fact that we must acquire NOW all the land we'll need for parks in the UGA forever.
If we don't, we'll be faced with placing parks in areas outside the UGA, which violates the GMA,
or tearing down developments to make space for these facilities, which is prohibitively
expensive.
It follows that we need to start by (1) estimating the build-out population for the entire UGA,
then (2) purchase park lands to serve this population, then (3) start to develop these lands. I
believe that the acquisition and development plans laid out in the DRAFT PLAN fail in two ways:
-- these plans are for less than the build-out population, and
-- there is too much development relative to land acquisition.
This involves a certain amount of sacrifice by us for the sake of future generations. But I don't
think we have a choice morally. In the near term we'll simply have to spend the available money
to buy land for future populations rather than spend it on developing and operating these parks
for ourselves. So be it.

21.

I would be willing to help put together such an approach, and I'm sure others would too.
We read with interest and concern, the article with the headline “Get a say in places to play” on
the front page of The Olympian this morning.
We frequently enjoy many of the lovely parks and public spots in our beautiful city. We believe it
is commendable to build and expand these areas, we but are greatly concerned with the lack of
maintenance in existing parks and public spots.
In our own neighborhood, as a way of “giving back to the community”, we walk a two-mile route
every morning (except Sunday) and pick up litter along the way. Our route includes two sides of
Yauger Park on the Westside of town. We pick up an abundant amount of trash in and around
the skate park. We have seen improvement with the installation of the fence and the locked
gates at night. However, we saw people sleeping in one of the skate park “bowls” and a tent just
outside the fence with a dozen beer cans scattered around on a Saturday morning when the
gates were not locked. Also, when the fence was heavily vandalized, the skate park was locked
for only a day. To prove the point that a one-day lockout was not much of a deterrent, one of
the new signs has graffiti written on it already!
Last spring we spent nine hours over two days picking up trash in the brushy area in Yauger Park
between the ball fields and Safeway. We filled 14 large garbage bags! Recently we noticed new
cement-block steps leading down into this area for the disc golf players. We also noticed this
entire section of the park is strewn with trash again! The park maintenance personnel told us
they are not allowed to expand their duties to include this newly developed disc golf course.
We plead with you and the Olympia City Council to include funding for continued maintenance
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MISCELLANEOUS (37 Comments):
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

when you plan, build, and expand the parks and public areas in our city.
Please include this comment on the new parks plan We should first fully fund, complete, rehabilitate and/or maintain the parks we have before
creating new ones. For example, finish the new West Bay Park before starting other projects. This
park is a significant, much-needed enhancement for the west side and can be used by hundreds
of students from Garfield (walking distance) and LP Brown (less than 2 miles) elementary schools.
Concerned that Park Plan has changed the importance of using park Mitigation Fees in the area
where they are collected. The City initially felt they wanted “walking communities” or walk to
parks. Now they feel by some magic surveys that most people drive to these facilities. Changes
like these confuse the developing areas and leave a suspicion that the City is all about paying for
high cost parks downtown with Mitigation Fees. “Development” of existing park land in fast
growing areas, i.e., SE GMA, where apartments and higher density single family have happened
and no facility for their use.
Plan will need to be integrated in to Comp Plan facilities will need to support 20 years of growth.
Assumptions about funding sources should be more specific. Are state owned facilities, facilities
owned by other entities included in Target Ratios? Stormwater facilities should be examined for
open space, recreational potential. Have current Comp Plan policies been examined for
consistency with this Plan – not in favor.
1. Should Appendix B include Ellen Sollods Bridge Mosaic of Rixulet?
2. Consider including the following in appendix A Park Inventory Sheets:
a. Potential future improvements (list) and projected cost, may be planning horizon
b. Zoning
3. Support summertime neighborhood park programs (arts, crafts, nature study and
athletics)
4. Support continued focus on each park with artistic component and subtle “discovery”
interpretation.
5. This Park Plan is well done and it does comply with GMA and RCO considerations.
Need a method for involving public fund raising through the PARC Foundation and others
to raise funds for Park, Facilities and Recreation activities.
Need arts and events center somewhere in Olympia
I believe we should return our oldest park to the city. Sylvester Park was originally donated to
the town of Olympia in 1850 by Edmund Sylvester. He did not donate it to the territory, but to
the town. Actually, Sylvester Park is an older town square than even the Esther Short Park in
Vancouver. Esther Short lived on her park site until after 1850, whereas Edmund Sylvester
donated the land for his park in 1850. The only statue in the park is of a state figure - John
Rogers. Where is a statue of Edmund Sylvester? What is there in the park that directly relates to
the City? Sylvester Park is the heart of our town. It was always meant to be. I feel it should be
returned to the citizens of this city.
A number of my fourth and fifth grade students asked why it is that two of the things which tell
our history more than any others – the old Thurston County Courthouse and Sylvester Park do
not belong to the City. I hope history will be considered as well as the arts, in future parks
discussions.
In addition, I don’t favor additional acquisition, and certainly not development, of downtown
waterfront property until a clear funded plan is in place for sea level rise. Thanks for the
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MISCELLANEOUS (37 Comments):
29.

30.
31.

opportunity to comment and for the good work so far.
Very elegant draft of specific projects! Strongly recommend a visioning statement, proposal for
the city/region (e.g. Lacey, Tumwater, Olympia, Thurston County) that looks 50-100 years ahead
from which local projects, short-term planning like this can be referenced. This might include a
target/ideal ratio of population density to park space, or commercial and residential space to
park space ratio, a long-term plan(s) for financing park resources and development needs, a plan
to integrate regional resources and private partnership (e.g. as with Tumwater Brewery site) with
municipal an state/federal resources. It would be helpful to define and publicize just what the
process is regarding the decision making of this committee/group. I applaud your efforts on this!
The plan is well structured, easy to read, and attractive. I like the values-based approach as the
method for prioritizing projects. I love the photos of artwork.
Some technical comments:
Fig. 2.1, Wildwood Glen -- remove "0.0" under developed acres
Fig. 2.2, Capitol Lake is state-owned,
Chehalis-Western should be "state-owned" rather than DNR for consistency (no departments
shown elsewhere),
I-5 trail corridor is state I believe (part of I-5 right-of way, constructed when I-5 was widened.

32.
33.

34.
35.

Percival Canyon/West Bay link, if you mean the flat land west of the north basin of capitol lake, is
probably a combination of state and BN. Not worth research to find out, probably best to leave
blank.
We would like to see more fountains in our Olympia parks – the present water feature is so
popular. Please make more. Model after Lloyd Center, Portland.
I think that a basketball court in downtown Olympia area would be a great idea. It would allow
the city’s youth and adults an avenue, a choice to do something good with their spare time.
There are many things to do in this wonderful City. However it is just an idea but I think a
basketball court would make the City of Olympia a complete city. Please holler at me at your
earliest convenience. Thank you very much.
Encourage input on creative play for people of all ages. Ask for ideas that are low capital cost
and low maintenance. The treed areas at Friendly Grove park are a haven for imaginative play.
What is the age range for the new playground structures to be built at Lions Park. I ask because
the old playground seemed difficult to use for children under age 3. My wife and I would suggest
a mix of play structures for both younger and older children at this well used location.

36.
Section on recreation is too small – needs to be beefed up.
37.
Section on recreation is too small – needs to be beefed up.
ARTS COMMISSION:
Overall the plan looks great.
Very pleased with the “Art Center Land Acquisition and Pre-Design”
project proposed in Tier 2.
Since you aren’t providing copies of the plan for general distribution,
provide a plan summary brochure for distribution.
PLANNING COMMISSION:
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MISCELLANEOUS (37 Comments):
PARKS AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
OPARD:

TYPOS (5 Comments):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Page 25 has the working name Cain Road rather than the new name, McGrath Woods.
Page 49, second line should say "plan" instead of "pan".
Cain Road referenced again on page 156 (Appendix H).
Index lists page 127 for Watershed Park-actually page 127 is Margaret McKenny Park (I only
checked a few of the Index listings, so I don't know if this is the only incorrect reference or not.)
Some editorial comments:
On the mission, add a , after “Parks, Art…..”
P 1 – 5th paragraph – The list… is (not are)”
P 2 – need a comma in paragraph “Buildings…. “This, along with the trend to vacation at
Home, ”
P 36. Add the name of the artist to the photo (Joe Tougas)
P. 109 – 8th Avenue Park, This must serve NE, not NW, Olympia.
Need to give credit for photos generally throughout.
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